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I I I  
Abstract 
The present tudy aims to quantifying and a ses mg the orgamc and 
inorganic pollutant e tents along ea tern side of the United Arab 
Emirates UAE otTshore on the Gulf of Oman, which consist of Fujairah, 
Khor Fakkan and Kalba. Rapid development and the highly usage of the 
coa tal region for industrial activities, sewage disposal and marine 
tran portation has led to obvious changes in sediments quality of the 
marine environment. Twelve coastal sampling stations were selected to 
co er the maximum area of the eastern side, three sampling stations were 
selected from marine sediments and six sampling collected from spilled 
oil near investigated area. 
Sediments samples were subjected to a variety of analyses including 
mechanical, total organic carbon (TOC), total petroleum hydrocarbon 
(TPH), total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), twenty congeners of 
polychlorinated biphenyl's (PCBs), sixteen different polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and heavy metals analyses 
The grain size analysis showed that about 42 % of the studied stations are 
covered by medium sand and 33% covered by fine sand, which reflected 
trend of increasing the organic and inorganic pollutants by decreasing 
grain size. The average TOC % analyzed in the study area is 0.6 % which 
higher value than other regional studies. The average TPH in study area is 
around 156 mg/kg. The total concentration of TKN in ranged between 
83.8 mg/kg to 1443 mg/kg. This study indicates positive correlation 
between TKN and TOC, which may be related to land pollution such as 
industrial areas and agricultural pollution. The distribution maps of TOC 
and TP H shows trend of an increasing toward the northern part of study 
IV 
area \\hereas. TKN howed a trend of increasing toward the southern part 
of tudy area. 
The total concentration of PCBs in the stud area was found to range 
betv.een 0.06 mg/kg to 0. 145 mg/kg. The distribution maps of TPCBs 
hm increa ing toward the northern part of study area KborFakkan. 
The total P AHs concentration in sediment samples ranges between 0.07 
mg/kg to 0.28 mg/kg, in contrast the total concentration of P AHs from oil 
sample was between 44.28 mg/kg to 299.3 mg/kg. The distribution maps 
for each of compounds show two trend of increasing, in which one 
toward the southern and another toward northeast of study area. 
Nine heavy metals elements have been analyzed in this study i.e. Cd. Cr, 
Cu, Co, Mn, Ni, Pb, V, and Zn. The highest detected concentrations are 
Ni and Mn with average of 398.4 mg/kg and 19 1.4 mg/kg respectively. 
The lowest determined concentration is Cd with average of 0.24 mg/kg. 
I n  general. the heavy metals concentrations in the study area are low 






The sources of pol lution in the Gulf region have undergone considerable development 
and con equently urbanization, industrial ization. Port areas and refmeries have become 
major ource of pol lution to the marine environment .Also, combination of tanker traffic 
and either accidental or international spi l l s  have prevai led (Tolosa et aI., 2005). 
Agriculture has been expanding in the region, with the commensurate increase in use and 
emis ion of pe tic ide and other agrochemicals. Nevertheless, the current database for 
agrochemical resi due in  the marine environment of the Gulf remains rather l imited, and 
even more so with re pect to the Gulf of Oman. Ongoing industrial development in the 
region, even though geographical ly variable, continues to cause concern ( De Mora et aI . ,  
2005). 
Due to these sources, coastal and marine sediments can be contaminated by several 
chemical compounds each years, organic compounds (contain carbon atoms) and other 
inorganic pol lutants such as heavy metals. Some are carc inogenic and have harmful 
effects to h umans, other organism and the water become more heavi ly  uti l ized, especial ly 
with respect to oi l  tanker traffic and especial ly  in these areas because i ts semi-closed 
areas. Also the disadvantage of some of these chemical compounds can accumulate in 
organisms, humans and sediments, and can be converting to other toxic compounds in  
both humans and organisms. 
Oil  spi l l  are impotents sources of organic pol lution in marine ecosystem for the Arabian 
Gulf area that has been exposed to hydrocarbon inputs for many years. Tanker and ship 
traffic, discharges from the oil and petrochemical industry and natural seepage of oil are 
among the main contributor to these inputs. The environmental  conditions of the area (oi l 
degrading bacteria, high temperatures and intense solar radiation) are very favorable for 
the degradation of the hydrocarbons thus al lowing the marine ecosystem to better cope 
with this chronic exposure. During the 1 99 1  Gulf war, marine environment in the 
Arabian Gulf was subjected to estimated six mi l l ion barrels of crude oi l  making it the 
largest oi l  spi l l  ever recorded. I n  the comparison, the much publicized 1 989 Exxon 
1 
Valde tanker pi l l  in Alaska released only 258000 barrels of crude oi l  ( Vazquez et a I . ,  
1 999). 
1.2 Geography of the United Arab Emirates. 
The United Arab mirates (UAE), a federation of seven independent states since 1 97 1 ,  is 
located in the southeastern comer of the Arabian Peninsula. I t  is bordered by the Arabian 
Gulf to the north, audi Arabia to the south and west, and Oman and the Gulf of Oman to 
the east. The United Arab Emirates ( Fig.  1 . 1 )  l ies between latitudes 22° 50' and 26° North 
and longitudes 5 1  ° and 56° 25 '  East. 
The UAE stretches for more than 650 Km along the southern shore of the Arabian Gulf. 
Most of the coastal areas consist of salt pans that extend far inland. Numerous is lands and 
shal low inlets and mangrove trees are found in the Gulf. The UAE also extents for about 
1 00 Km along the Gulf of Oman, an area known as the Al-Batinah coast. The Al-Hajar 
Al-Gharbi Mountains, rising in places to 2500 meters, separate the AI-Batinah coast form 
the rest of the UAE. The mountain slopes tend to run right to the shore. Nevertheless, 
there are smal l harbors at Diba Al-Hisn, Kalba and Khorfakkan on the Gulf of Oman. In 
the vicinity 0 Fujairah, where the mountains do not approach the coast, there are sandy 
beaches. 
The eastern coast is essential l y  a ferti le plain where rainfal l  and subterraneous water have 
al lowed agriculture to develop thousands of years ago. The coastal zone is commonly 
referred to as the transition space between two environmenta l  domains, the land and the 
sea. It has been defmed as "the part of the land affected by i ts proximity to the sea and 
that part of the ocean affected by i ts proximity to the land" (Sorensen and McCreary, 
1 990). 
1.2.1 History of oil spill in the UAE. 
The eastern part of the U.A.E i s  an area of environmental interest not only because of 
inc idents tourism, but also because of the presence of the industrial activities and marine 
transportation. There are several o i l  spi l ls in the Arabian Gulf and Gulf of Oman that 
2 
physical I damage the coa tal l ine and the aquatic l ife. Table 1 .2 shows the oi l spill 
hi tory in the AE. 
Table 1 .2 :  History of oi l spi l l  in the UAE 
Date/year Oil spiJI(events) 
After a col l ision with Brazilian tanker Horta Barbosa the South Korean 
December 19-1972 
tanker Sea Star spi l led about 840,000 barrels  of crude into the Gulf of 
January 26- 1991 
March 31 -199� 
January 24-2000 
April 6 -2001 
Oman. 
An estimated 240 mi l l ion gal lons of oi l were spil led from terminals, tankers 
and oi l wells during the [mal phase of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. 
1 5,900 ton of crude oi l leaked into the Arabian Sea after the Panarnanian­
flagged supertanker Seki spilled the crude (16 krn) off the UAE port of 
Fujairah, j ust outside the Gulf, when it coll ided with the UAE tanker 
Baynunah, which was in ballast. Oi l  reached the UAE coast north of Khor 
Fakkan c lose to the Strait of Hormuz. The oi l slick severely pol luted several 
beaches and threatened more than (40 km) of coastl ine. 
The Honduran-flagged cargo vessel Al Jazya I sank 4 miles east of Abu 
Dhabi 's coast, laden with 980 tons of fuel oil. The tanker sank in bad 
weather, leaving an oil spi ll of around 2000 feet. The Federal 
Environmental Agency said i t  is  still too early to assess the extent of 
damage caused by the sl ick on marine l i fe and birds. 
The spill was caused by the I raqi fuel tanker Zainab, suspected of 
smuggling around 1 ,300 tons of fuel oi l from I raq, as it ran into trouble on 
i ts way to a holding area in international waters. The Emirate of Sharjah 
said it had temporarily shut down a desal ination plant as a precautionary 
measure, after the spi l l  neared pumping stations. The spill i s  said to be the 
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Oman 
F i g .  1 . 1 :  L oc a t i o n  m a p o f  t h e  U n i te d  A r a b  E m i r a t e s  s h o w i n g  t h e  
A r a b i a n  G u l f  a n d  t h e  G u l f  of O m a n . 
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1.3 Aim of study 
The pre ent work aim at initiating and conducting a baseline field assessment of the 
pollutants effecting the marine and coastal environment. The particular target is to assess 
organic and inorganic pollutants in bottom sediments in the coastal line and offshore of 
eastern side of the UAE and also ample of the oil spill. The specific aims of this study 
are: 
Providing appropriate measurements of TOC, TPH, TKN, PAHs, PCBs, and 
heavy metals alues in bottom sediments and coastal line. 
Comparing the present values with standard values in order to identify areas of 
impacted areas or at increased risk. 
U ing some ratio to identify the sources of pollution from petro genic or 
pyrogeruc. 
Providing input to management questions in order to find new methods of waste 
disposal. 
Thi study focuses on the determination of composition, concentration and origin of 
hydrocarbons based on examination of the following geoc hemical markers: N-Alkanes, 
isoprenoid alkanes, and petroleum biomarkers. Accumulations of petroleum 
hydrocarbons and heavy metals have been observed in organisms found in contaminated 
sediments, and thi s  resulting c hange in food chain. Known the percentage of petroleum 
and heavy metals can help to use many techniques or plants to reduce this concentration 
such as bioremediation techniques by plants and microorganisms have widely applied in  
cleaning up  petroleum hydrocarbon and heavy metals polluted sedi ments. 
Also, thi s  study can be used to predict the environmental risk in the future and IS 
expected to be useful in solving some coastal - related problems. This study will be 
useful for preparation an action plan to protect marine resources, with an emphasis on 
those, which are nationally and internationally important 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
Chapter two reviews previous published work on the organic and inorganic pollutants in 





2.1 Geomorphology of the Arabian Gulf and Gulf of Oman. 
The Arabian Peninsula l ies between lati tude 1 3° and 32° and longitudes 35° and 60° E.  
it fI rm apart of the great de ert b It which stretches from the Atlantic ocean, near the 
coast of northwe tern Africa, to the desert of northwestern Ind ia. It has an area of 
appro imately three m i l l ion square k i lometers which is  about 1 0.5 % of the eatih's 
surface and supports a population of about 49 m i l l ion. The Arabian Peninsula includes 
mal l tate of Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates as wel l  as the 
propOliional i ty larger ones of Omatl, Yemen and Saud i Arabia. 
Geologicall ,  , the Arabian Peni nsula  i s  bounded by the Owen fracture zone and the Gul f  
of Aden rift ing to the south, the rift system o f  the Red Sea / Gul f o f  Aqaba to the west 
and the Oman Mountains to the east. The Arabian Peninsula is d iv ided geological ly into 
the western Arabian shied, part of the Precat11brian crustal plate and the Arabian shelf 
which con i sts of an eastward thickening sedimentary wedge separated into an interior 
homocl i ne and i nterior platform. The source of the sediments is the peneplaned Arabi an 
shield. which has been subjected to mild epeirogenic  upl ift. The sediments through the 
Phanerozoic were deposited i n  shal low to deep shelf seas, giv ing an alternat ion of 
continental and marine deposits, punctuated by evaporit ic events. The total thickness of 
the Phanerozoic deposits i ncreases from 5,500 m i n  central Arabia to  about 7,500 m 
along the Arabian Gulf. 
The flat desert l andscape which characterizes the coastal regions of the Arabian Gulf and 
stretches from Kuwait to Oman has few d istincti ve features. There are some posi t ive 
topographic features, such as the DaD1ffiat11 some, and the Abqaiq and Dulhan ant ic l i nes 
i nterpreted a developing over salt plugs, though they rise only a few tens of meters above 
the desert surface. The most marked feature is the presence of i n land and coastal sabkhas, 
particularly  in the Un i ted Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia  and the presence of a large 
number of col lapse structures at Qatar and i n  parts of Saudi Arabia  i n  the v ic inity of 
Riyadh.  
The shorel i ne of the Arabi an Gulf i s  i rregular and dominated by supratidal Sabkhas, sand 
spits and carbonate sands. Bordering this zone to the south is a 30 to 1 20 km wide zone 
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of act ive dune oft n re t ing directly on a gravel surface. Tidal flats along the Arabi an 
Gul f coa t of the n i ted Arab Em irate , as far as Kuwait are made up of sandy, s i l t-sized 
carbonate ediments with anhydri te and hal i te re t ing on calcareous beds. Sabkha Matti 
in we tern Uni ted rab Emirate is thought to be the largest coastal Sabkha in the 
Arabian ul f. It extend 40-60 km ea t- west and reaches to 1 20 km north- south. Most 
of the abkha con ists of partl cemented sand dune, and is undergoi ng slow deflation. 
On the eastern coa t of the U ni  ted Arab Emirates, the sand fl ats and wadi fans coale ce to 
an almost continuou l i ttoral stri p between the mountain and the sea, and they retain 
some o ften ire h water draini ng form the main wades. On the other hand, the northern 
lop s of the mountain do not recei e much rain and remain dry and arid .  
The Gulf has a rough compl icated bottom, which varies considerably form area to area. 
Thus, there are scattered smal l  i slands and coral reefs, rock and shal lows, which are the 
main characteristics dominat i ng the Gul f seabed . The Gul f  is d iv ided into four main areas 
depending on ariations i n  depth of water and these are: 
( l )  The coastal area: th is  extends from the seashore to a depth of 1 5-20 meters, and 
i ts width varying from place to place. ft is at i ts narrowest on the Iranian coast but 
it i ncrea e near the Bahra in, where it is general ly covered with coral reefs and 
rock . 
(2) The shal lows: th is  extends from 1 5-20 to 40 - 50 meters in  depth.  At its widest i t  
extends 0 er  1 60,935 square meters i n  the south and southwest of the Gulf. The 
seabed tends to be rough. 
(3)  The transit ional zone: III th is  zone the seabed is irregular and covered by a 
m ixture of coral  reefs mud and sand. The southern extension of this zone i s  
somewhat smoother. 
(4) The deep area: at the bottom of the U-shaped bas in of the maximum depth of 9 1  
meters i s  reached. The depth decreases towards the head o f  the Gulf, and this area 
can be d iv ided into two zones. The northern, where the depth ranges between 50-
65 meters, the seabed is flat and covered by r iver deposits, al though there are 
certain areas of coral  reefs. The southern zone ranges from 70 to 1 1 0 meters, but 
it has an i rregular seabed. The depth in  some parts reaches 200 meters, but it is  
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insignificant areas. 0 eral l the gul f is a shal low marginal area and has an 
irregular seedbed ( bdul-Razzak, 1984). 
The coastal sector of UAE i a low - I jng area with extensive tidal flats, lagoons and 
sand dune ( M .  c the i 1- Qubaisi, 200 1 ) . The energy of the coa tal area and the 
marine system of UA � come from water mo ement along the coa ts or in the near shore 
70ne. Along th Arabian Gul f and Oman Gulf coasts, there are three coastal proces e : 
( 1 )  long hore current moving eastwards in the Arabian Gul f. 
(2) Wave action. 
( 3 )  Tidal action. 
The energy of each process depends on several variables, which are wave velocity, 
configuration of the coastline relief, lithology and structure of the coastal area and the 
nature of marine sediments ( Embbabi & Sharkawi, 1 989). 
2.2 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (P AHs) 
P AHs are an10ng the major components in crude oil, and defi ned as a group of organic 
compounds with two, or more than two fused benzene rings (Fig. 2 .2 )  (Baird, 1 999). 
P AHs have been contaminates of the environment ever since human life fust evolved. 
However, the growing industrialization of human society has involved an increase in 
their environmental pol lution m anagement issue. 
Polyc dic aromatic hydrocarbons ( PAHs) are ubiquitous enviromnental contaminants 
that are formed by the incomplete burning of organic components, such as fossil fuel 
(coal, oil and gas) and other organic material s  like wood, garbage and tobacco during 
natural,  and other human activities such as oil spil l s  form different sources i.e. offshore 
production platforms, oil transportation and combustion which pose serous and 
significant threats to al l coastal habitats components mangroves (Teresa et aI, 2002) .  
According to the Wang and Fingas, ( 2003 ) they divided the sources o f  PAHs to the 
marine environment to pyrogenic sources derived from combustion and petrogenic 
sources derived from petroleum inputs such as oil spi l l .  These substances have been 
shown to be widely distributed in aquatic sediments, water, air, p lants and animals. The 
interest in this group is derived from their wide occurrence and the possible induction of 
cancer in organisms as  a resul t  (ATSDR, 1990). P AHs are relatively insoluble in  water. 
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, orne of PAl  Is are present at ambient temperatures in air, both as gases and associated 
with particles. fhe l ighter PAl l , uch as Phenanthrene, are found almost exclusi ely in  
the gas pba e; the hea i r PAl l s, uch a B (a) P ,  are almost tota l ly  adsorbed onto 
particle ( Baird, 1 999). here arc common parent P AHs that occur throughout the 
environment and rna ha e h ighest tox icity, orne of which are l i sted in Table 2 . 1 .  
Man) tud ie  hm e been conducted on determ ination of PAHs in  the sediments of the 
Arabian Gul f. Becau e of the Gu lf  cri is especially dur ing the Kuwait oil fi res, the 
concentrat ion of particu late and associate po l lutants increa ed. Levels  of P A I- Is were 
mea ured extensively dur ing 1 99 1  in Kuwait and found with the ranged fonn 7 to 387 
ng!mJ in  an1bient a ir  part iculate. The level i n  sediment from Kuwait in  1991 found 
3 0.4ppb; in audi Arabia was 36.4-761 ppb; in Bahrain was 47.5-97.5 ppb; i n  the UAB 
was in  the range of 10.9-21.8 ppb; in  Oman was in  the range of 4.5-36.5 ppb, and marine 
ediment [rom the I rani an coast was found to contain 1 .63-6.48 ppb P AHs ( UNEP, 
2002). Table 2.2 summarizes the data conducted by (Witt et aI . ,  1995) of Baltic Sea. Few 
publ i hed materials were found about the concentration of PAl- Is  in marine sediments. 
The value. which obtained from Olbia harbor, estimated the concentration of TP AHs 
from 0. 1 6  �g/g to O. 77 �g/g (De Luca et aI ., 2005), 
Table 2 .1: I ndividual  P AHs compounds (ATSDR, 1990). 
l.Naphthalene 9 .Benzo( a)Anthracene 
2.Acenapbthylene 10.Chrycene 
3.Acenapbthene l1.Beozo(b )Fluoranthene 
4.Fluorene 12.Beozo(k)Fluoranthene 




















Fig. 2.1: Structural formula of Polycycl ic  Aromatic Hydrocarbons ( PARs) compounds 
(ATSDR, 1 990). 
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Table 2 .2: Concentration of PAH s  in  the Baltic ea sedi ments (Witt et a I . ,  1 995). 









Benzo(a) anthracene 0.25-66.52 
Chrysene 0.28-58.2 






ND (Not Detected) 
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2.3 Aliphatic Hydrocarbon 
Ali phat ic comp und are organ ic compound in which carbon atoms are joined together 
in traight r branch d chains. The simplest al iphatic compound is methane (CH4). 
Aliphat ic incl ude not onl the fatty acids and other derivat ives of paraffin hydrocarbons 
alkanes), but a lso un aturated compounds, uch as ethylene (the alkenes) and acetylene 
( the al kynes). l i phat ic h drocarbons and other l i pid compounds in coastal environments 
ha e been stud ied t as certain  their terrestrial, marine or anthropogenic origins. A l iphatic 
hydrocarbon analysis can be u ed as fingerprint spi l led o i l s  and to provide add itional 
i nfonnat ion on the ource of hydrocarbon contamination and the extent of degradation of 
the p i l led o i l .  Chemical fi ngerprint ing defined as the appl ication of analyt ical chemistry 
to ident ify the source of complex environmental pollutants, i nc lud i ng petroleum. 
Chemical fingerprint ing provides infoIDlation about the sources of pol lution, 
b iodegradation, corre lat ion among pollution components, and consequently i t  can be 
applied for en i ronmental qua l i ty control purposes ( Pena-Mendez et a1 ., 200 1).  The 
origin of a l iphatic hydrocarbons were often ident ified by d iagnostic  concentration 
indicates together with molecular markers and multivariate methods. 
Accordi ng to the (Sauer et aI . ,  1 998) was reported the degree or stages of o i l  in sediments 
after the Gul f war o i l  spill by using some ratio for saturated hydrocarbons defi ned as n -
Alkanes from CWC32 and I soprenoids and polycyclic  aromat ic hydrocarbons P AHs. This 
was to determi ne the effect of d i fferent geomorphic habitats from exposed to shelter on 
the extent of weathering of these oil  sed iments. 
Table  2 . 3  summarizes the data conducted by Tolosa et a1 . (2005) about the total n­
alkanes i n  the Arabi an Gul f  coast and Gulf of Oman. 
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H H H H I I I I H H-C_C-( 
H - C-C- H ----
I I I{ Acetylene 
H H H 
Ethane 
Isobutane 
Fig. 2.2:  Structural formula of Al iphatic compounds. 
Table 2.3: Concentration of total n- alkanes ( lJg/g) in the Arabi an Gulf and Gulf of Oman 
Tol osa et al. (2005). 
Countries Location 
Total n- alkanes 
( IJg/g) 
UAE AkkahHead 1.1 






BAPCO refine.!Y 4·3 
Oman 
Al-Sawadi 0.2 
Mina al Fahal 0.11 
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2-4 Polychlorinated Biphen Is ( PC Bs) 
Po lych lorinat d biphenyl compounds are a c1as of synthet ic chemicals which do not 
occur natura l l )  in th en i ronm nt. They consist of the biphenyl tructure of two l inked 
benzene ring in which some or a l l  of hydrogen atoms have been substituted by chlorine 
atom ( Fig.  2 .2) (0 '  ei l ! ,  1 993). P Bs  are m ixtures of up to 209 individual chlorinated 
compounds and i t ' s  cal led congeners with di fferent physical chemical properties and 
tox icit, dep nd ing on the number and posit ion of the chlorine atoms in the biphenyl 
molecul ( Fig.  2 . 3 ). The chemical fOnllUla of PCBs is  ( C I 2H IO - nCl n), where n ranges 
from (mono- to deca - PCBs) with di fferent numbers of isomers. PCBs have been 
pr duced commercia l l  ince ] 929. Polychlorinated biphenyls  PCBs are colorless to l ight 
yel low o i l s  or res ins even at low temperatures. The more highly chlorinated PCB 
congeners ad orb strongly to soi l  and sed iment and are general ly persistent in  the 
envi ronment. These propert ies led to use PCBs in many of i ndustrial and commercial 
appl ication . The presence of PCBs is a reflection of industrial contami nation; 
unfortunatel y  these propert ies may damage the organisms and human by accumulation in 
the l iver. adipose t issue, bra in and skin (Ahlborg et aI . ,  1 992). Other sources of 
contamination are recent leaks and fi res in transformers or capacitors ( Faroon et aI . ,  
2003). Table 2 .3  i l lustrates the chemical names of  ind ividual PCBs based on the number 
and posit ion of chlorine atom on the biphenyl aromatic structure .  
As mentioned earl ier, PCBs are main ly  imported and used as  d ielectric fluids especial ly  
with electrical transformers. The occurrence of PCBs i n  e lectric power stations and in  
scrapped e lectrical equ ipment and transformers in the Gulf represents one of the pol lution 
problems. As a result  of the war activit ies, the environment was exposed to d ifferent 
pol lutants such as industrial hazardous wastes form war damaged i ndustries and d isposal 
s i tes, i nclud ing PCBs from destroyed transformers ( Literathy, 1 993). However during 
prel im inary assessment of the impact of drain ing of I raqi marshes on Kuwait 's northern 
marine environment PCBs were not detected i n  any of the sam ples (Saeed. 1 999) . The 
l i m i ted data avai lable on the subject i nd icate relative ly  low levels of contami nation by 
PCBs compounds i n  the Arabi an Gulf compared to other regional sea. The levels of 
PCBs i n  the northwest part of the region were genera l ly  below 5 ppb. Level s  comparable 
to these ranges have been reported from Bahrain, Oman, Qatar and UAE ( UNEP, 1 999). 
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Fig. 2.3 : t ructure of pol chlori nated biphenyl ( PC B) Molecule, Bai rd ( 1 999). 
c':gc ,  z' C CI I CI  C I  C I  C I  C I  C I  C I  C I  c. CI 
CI 
1 79 95 1 1 0 1 1 8  
C I  
CI C I  C I  C I  
Ct C I  C I  C I  C I  
CI CI CI 
CI CI C I  C I  CI 
20.8 1 49 1 56 77 
TC"lra-ortho PCB s  Tri-ortho PCBs Di-ortho PCBs Mono-ortho PCBs Non-ortilo PCBs 
Fig.  2.4 :  Structural fonnula of PCBs and PCB homologues, Ahlborg et a i . ,  ( 1 992) .  
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Table 2 .4:  hemical names of indi idual polych lori nated biphenyls ( PCBs). 
Commercial 
Chemical Name & Structure Name 
PCB8 2,4'- Dichlorobiphenyl 
PCBl8 2,2',5- Trichlorobiphenyl 
PCB28 2,4,4'- Trichlorobiphenyl 
PCB44 2,2', 3,5'- Tetrachlorobiphenyl 
PCB52 2,2', 5,5'- Tetrachlorobiphenyl 
PCB66 2,3', 4,4'- Tetrachlorobiphenyl 
PCB77 3,3', 4,4'- Tetrachlorobiphenyl 
PCBlOl 2,2', 4,5,5'- Pentachlorobiphenyl 
PCBlO5 2,3,3', 4,4'- Pentachlorobiphenyl 
PCB118 2,3', 4,4', 5- Pentachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl26 3,3', 4,4', 5- Pentachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl28 2,2', 3,3', 4,4'- Hexachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl38 2,2', 3,4,4',5'- Hexachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl53 2,2',4,4' ,5,5'- Hexachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl70 2,2',3,3',4,4',5- Heptachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl80 2,2',3,4,4',5,5'- Heptachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl87 2,2' ,3,4' ,5,5' ,6- Heptachlorobiphenyl 
PCBl95 2,2' ,3,3' ,4,4' ,5,6- Octachlorobiphenyl 
PCB206 2,2',3,3',4,4',5,5' ,6- Nonachlorobiphenyl 
PCB209 2,2' ,3,3' ,4,4' ,5,5' ,6,6' - Decachlorobiphenyl 
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2.5 Total  Petroleum Hydrocarbon CTPH)  
Total petroleum hydrocarbons are defined as a group o f  chemical compounds that came 
[rom crude oil. TPH is an estimate of the amount of hydrocarbons present between the 
carbons range from 8 to 40· Thi range of carbon extends from the volatile 
hydrocarbon compounds with the lower boiling to the non- volatile compounds found at 
the h igher boiling point  range. These di fferent compounds can expose from many 
source including petroleum extract ion, transportat ion refir ung and consumption ( H uang 
et a I . ,  2005). The anl0unt and type of compounds in a petroleum hydrocarbon release 
d iffer widely depending on the product spilled and how it weathered ( Azam khan and 
Ahmed khan, 2003 ). 
Total petroleum hydrocarbon inputs to the gulf are estimated to be 47 t imes h igher on an 
average basis than the global average. I nputs are mainly attributed to chronic spills form 
heavy tanker transport activities in the Gulf and form major spills such as those that 
occurred during the I ran - I raq war in 1 983 and the gulf war. Although the gulf h as shown 
a large capacity for short term self- cleaning after spills, long- term effects are still 
unknown(Al-Ghadban et a I . ,  1994). I n  the Arabi an Gulf, sedim ents impacted by the Gulf 
war were restricted to an area within approximately 400km of the source of the spill i n  
K uwait .  Surface sediments i n  this area surveyed soon after the war contained 62- 1 440 
ppm of TPH. However, off the immediate coast of the UAE concentration ranged form 
only 0. 1 to 7 ppm ( Fowler et a 1 . ,  1 993). 
M assoud et al. (1998) i nd icated that the companson of TPH between sub sedi ment 
samples collected i n  1 992 and 1 993 . Despite the i ncrease of the TPH content i n  
sedi ments ( B ahrain, Qatar, and UAE) polluted by the Kuwait oil slick. Both sets of 
sample contain intermediates TPH concentration, indicat ing that the i ncrease was not 
high enough to change the moderate oil pollution level in the area. The study Tolosa et a1 . 
(2005) reported that the levels of TPH in  sediments were relatively low compared to 
world wide location reported to be chronically contanlinated by oil. Some evidence of oil 
contami nation was apparent in sediments around Akkah head and Abu Dhabi in the DAE 
and Oman. 
Shridadah (1998) reported based on data provided from several areas around the world 
that most of the sedi ments collected from the Arabian Gulf coasts of DAE contained 
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quantifiable amount of petroleum hydrocarbons. Also he found in his study the levels and 
distribution of petroleum hydrocarbon i n  the coastal waters and sediments of the UAE i n  
the Arabian and the Gulf o f  Oman that the sediments contained appreciable quantities of 
petroleum hydrocarbons. Total organic carbon could be considered as an i ndicator of 
hydrocarbon contamination only when the total petroleum hydrocarbons are present i n  
high level. AI-Darwish, 2004 reported that the average o f  TPH i n  coastal sediments o f  
Dubai was 3590.43 mg/kg which reflected high pollutants o f  TPH due t o  marine 
transportation and d ischarge form i ndustrial activities. 
Ma oud et aI . ,  1 996 establi shed the fol lowing values of TPH dry, si l t/clay sediment 
fraction, as guide l ines for pollution levels in bottom sediments of the Arabi an Gulf: 
1 0- 1 5  Jlglg unpolluted areas ( natural back ground levels) 
1 5-50 Jlglg sl ightly polluted areas (upper permissible limits) 
50-200 Jlglg moderately pol luted areas 
>200 Jlglg heav i ly areas 
Table 2.4 summarizes the data conducted by Shriadah ( 1 988)  about the petroleum 
hydrocarbons pollutants along the Arabian Gulf coast. 
Table 2.5 Levels ofTPH along the UAE coast, Shriadah ( 1 988) .  
Emirate TPH mg/kg 
Ras Al-Khaimah 4·55-7-4 
Umm-Al-Quwain 4.5 1-7.03 
Sharjah 5.99-7.25 
Abu Dhabi 6·38-9 ·85 
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2.6 Total organic carbon (TOe wt %) 
The total organic carb n a lue ind icates the um of organic carbon and repre ent a 
measure for al l organ ic ub tance in ediments. These sub tances can be of natural 
organ ic l i ke humic ac ids, mineral oi ls, pe t ic ide , po lycyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbon or 
ch lorinated organic compounds. Industrial waste effluents may contain carbon containing 
compound with ariou to ic ity levels ( Del l Anno et aI . ,  2002). Organic matter is 
pre ent in  \ ater a individual  part iculate or as adsorbed matter. Di fferent factors may 
contro l 1h a ai labi l i ty of the organic matters and the heavy meta l pol lutants. Th se 
factor inc l ude variou ediment characteristics, such as grain size distribution. mineral 
composit ion and organic content. The TOe concentration can be considered as an 
indicator of h drocarbon pol lution only when the TPH content is high (AI Ghadban et a! . ,  
1 994). Only l imited work has been done on the organ ic matter in  the ed i ments of the 
Arabian Gu l f. E ans ( 1 966), in his study of the recent sedimentary faces of the Arabian 
gulf indicated that the sediments of the northeastern parts contain 0.83- 1 .5 1  % organic 
carbon, whole the sediments of the northwestern part of the gulf show lower organic 
carbon. AI- Ghadban ( 1 994), conducted a study on the total organic carbon in the 
sediments of the Arabian Gulf and the need for biological productivity investigations, 
reported tat the TOe of the Arabian gul f  ranged form 0.46 % to 2 .8  % in the bottom 
sediments samples i f  the Gul f. The contamination screening survey conducted in 2000 
and 200 1  revealed TOe concentration in sedi ment from UAB found low content (0. 1 0  % 
to 0.39 %). In  contrast sediment from Bahrain exhibited the h ighest levels of TOe with 
values from (3 .25 % to 5.08 %). Qatar and Oman showed intermediate vales of TOe 
ranging from 0.56% to 2.2 1 %) (Tolosa et al . ,  2 005). (Shriadah et a I . ,  1 998) performed 
study on the organic carbon content in sediments from the Arabian Gulf coast of DAE. 
These values were at the background levels, with Ras AI-Khaimah (0. 1 2-0.89 wt %), 
Umm Al-Quwain (0. 1 5-0.38  wt %), Sharjah (0.49- 1 .2 wt %) and Abu Dhabi (0.45-0.77 
wt %). Al-Darwish, 2004 found the average of TOe % was 0.86 % in  coastal sediments 
of Dubai emirates. 
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2.7 Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 
The lemental gas d ini trogen ( N2 )  is the most abw1dant but l east reactive form of nitrogen 
in the global envi ronment. However, many biochemical transformations can convert 
dinitrogen into di olved inorganic species; such as njtrate (N03 ), ni trite (N02 ). 
amm onium ( I l .j ) and organic nitrogen c mpounds, in both dissolved and particulate 
form . Ni trogen spec iation can be operational ly defined as total particulate nitrogen 
(TP ), total di 01 ed nitrogen (TDN) .  di solved organic mtrogen ( DON) and dissolved 
inorgaruc nitrogen ( DIN) .  Typical ly some organisms fix nitrogen to either � or organ ic 
nitrogen, cal led ammonification ( mtrogen fixation) ;  wlu le other organisms mtri fy  the 
(N�) to (N03) is process cal led nitri fication. Both rutrification and ammorufication 
convert gaseous miTogen into bioavai lable chemical forms ( Wi lson et aI . ,  1 993 ) .  Al­
Darwish, 2004 recorded the average of TKN was 696 mglkg in coastal sediments of 
Dubai emirates. 
2.8 Heavy metals distribution 
E lements divided to the major, minor, and trace elements. heavy metals, refer to any 
meta l l ic  chemicals elements that has a relatively high density and poisonous at low 
concentrations l ike mercury, cadmium, arsenic chromium, thal l ium, and lead (Nriagu et 
ai . ,  1 989) .  The heavy metals are natural components of the earths c rust; they cannot be 
degraded or destroyed. Small extents enter to the air, water and soil as trace elements and 
some heavy are essential to maintain the metabol ism of the human body. Heavy metal s 
are dangerous because they tend to bioaccumulation that means the concentration of a 
chemical i n  a biological organism over time, compared to the chemicals concentration in 
the environment (Haynes and Johnson, 2000) .  There are two types of sources can enter 
the metals into the marine environment; natural sources and anthropogemc sources. 
Natural sources such as atmospheric deposition of particles emitted from natural sources 
such as acidic rai n, anthropogenic sources of heavy metals include industrial, consumer 
wastes agriculture and other human activities can also result increasing of metal content 
( Bloemen et aI . ,  1 995).  Several studies have been conducted on the concentration of trace 
metals in di fferent location of the Arabian Gulf region. Fowler ( 1 988)  conducted a 
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ba cl ine tudy on p I l utant I .e .  b ach tar, petroleum hydrocarbons, chlorinated 
hydr carb n and heavy metals in Bahrain, UAE and Oman. He concluded that d, Cu. 
Pb and V concentration in  both oyst r and edi ment were genera l ly  low. The fate of 
the Kuwai t  oil s l ick to the bottom sediments of the Arabian Gu lf  ind icates the content of 
trace meta ls  ( Fe, V Pb, and i) was recorded in  the northern part of the Arabian Gulf  due 
to the di  ers i fied of natural and anthropogenic inputs and posi t ive corre lation is  found 
between increasing trace metal concentrat ion and decreasing carbonate content and grain 
Size, eri f ing that ad orption i nto muds i s  the primary mechan ism of the trace metals 
cone ntration in  marine sediments. Correlat ion with TOC contents i ndicates that organic 
matter i a ign i ficant concentrator only i n  t he case of Pb and Cu.  I n  genera l ,  the oi l  s l ick 
had m ini ma effect on the state of pol l ution by trace metals in  the Arabian Gulf (Al -
bda l i  e t  a I . ,  1 996). Folwer, e t  a l  ( 1 993 ) studied the  petro leum hydrocarbons and trace 
metal i n  near hore Gu lf  sediments and biota before and after the 1 99 1  war. This  study 
was planned to detennine the extent and degree of contami nation by petro leum 
hydrocarbon and trace metals that entered the Gul f form the massive oi l spi l l  and o i l  field 
fi res in  Kuwait .  They concluded that concentrations of the oi l- re lated meta ls  Ni and V 
were s l i ght ly elevated i n  o i l - contaminated sed iments form Saudi Arabia but el sewhere in 
the Gu lf, they were s imi lar to their previous levels .  Tabl e  2 .5  summarizes the background 
Ie e ls  of trace elements i n  coastal and marine from d ifferent areas in the Arabian Gulf. 
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Table 2.6 :  Comparison bet\\ een average and range va l ues of trace metal  concentrat ions i n  marine sed i ments from d i fferent countries. 
( area)reference Cd Co Cr Cu Mn Ni Ph V Zn 
Bahrain 
7.87 0.2 1·325 2.29 28.6 17·8 5.82 15·85 3·065 
Fowler et al., 1993 
0.19-0.2 10 0.99-1.66 3.84- 1 1.9 1.16-3.43 17·3-39·9 16- 19.6 0.64- 1 1  12.7-19 2·34-;1·79 
U.A. E 
0.96 76.85 1 8.9 2·54 4.2 237 2·9 20·7 2·5 I Fowler et al.,1993 
0.02-1·9 1.79-3·3 71.9-8 1.8 1.3-7 231 12.8-25 0.5-5.2 7·;1-36 1.6-3·4 
Oman 
0·38 26 8.8 12.04 2 1 1·5 7·9 200 4· 1 1  29·2 
Fowler et al.,1993 
0.06-0·7 1.98-22.1 66-357 1·7- 14 89-310 9·9-46 1.2-7·2 10·4-48 7·7-9.8 
Dubai offshore 
,U.A.E 0.25 -- -- 79 76.5 80·5 18 14·5 2 1 0·5 
Al-Darwish,2004 
0.1-0-4 -- -- 1-157 8-145 2-159 1 -35 27-2 6-415 
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CHAPTER 3 
MATERIALS & METHODS 
MATERIALS AN D M ETHODS 
3 . 1  Sediments Collection and Preparation 
The col le ted ample (2 1 )  includ 1 2  sample ediment from coastal, 3 sample sed iment 
from marine and 6 sample from p i l led o i l  near study area. K I l l  to KH4 were col lected from 
Khor Fakkan coastal  ed iments, from K H5 to Kh8  \ ere col lected from Kalba coastal 
ed im nts and " ere ample from KH9 to K f  1 1 2 were col lected from Fuja irah coa tal 
ed iment ( F ig. 2. 1 & Tablc 2. 1 ) . A Van Veen grab ampler made from stain less teel was 
used to obtain bottom ediments. Each sample was stored in c lean a luminum foi l  and kept 
frozen in an a i rt ight pIa tic bag before grain - ize analysis. The sed iments samp les dried in  
a en under m i ld temperature before s ieving ana lysis and wa kept freeze dried unt i l  requ i red 
for future use. Figure 2 .2  shows the d istri bution of indu trial act iv i t ies and location of ports i n  
t he  arne in est igate area. 
3 . 2  Analytical Methods 
3 . 2. 1 Grain Size analysis 
The col lected ampJes were dried in  oven under moderate temperature about 70 CO in order to 
remove any hum id i ty before ieving process. Accord ing to ROPM E ( Regional Organization 
for the Protection of  Marine Environment) ( 1 999), s ieve analysis of sand was done by using a 
sample sp l i tter i n  wh ich about 1 00 grams of sample was obta ined and weighed the spl i t  
sample to the nearest 0.0 1 gram . A c lean set of  sieves w ith height of  l <p  i ntervals were 
se lected . The sample  was p laced into the top sieve after arranged the s ieves based on mesh 
number. The s ieves were p lace in mechanical shaker and s ieved for I S  m in utes. Each sieve 
was emptied onto a large sheet of paper and the s ieve brush was used to remove al l part ic les 
from the bottom of the s ieve . The dry weight percentage of the size fractions retai ned on 
each s ieve wa calcu lated . For the m uddy samples, wh ich conta in more than 20% m ud, 
pipette analysis i s  the most common method used for determ in ing the gra in-size d istribution 
of sediments > 4<p. Sedi ment sam ples should be a i r-dried and SO  grams of the sample were 
obtained and placed in a 500 m l  beaker and d ispersed in d ist i l led water. This suspension was 
sti rred v igorously by using glass rod start ing from the bottom and working up to the top unt i l  
a l l  the materia l s  were d istributed un i form ly. A fter dispersion, wet siev ing was used to 
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separate the sand from mud u ing 230 meshe . The fraction reta ined on the s ieve was dried 
and . ubjected to sieve analy si . The di per ed fraction passing the 230 mesh during wet 
ieving wa poured in an nderson edimentat ion Cyl inder. Dist i l led eater was added to 
bri ng the olume too e act l} to 500 m l  and st i rred for 2-3 m inutes. A fter 20 seconds of 
st i rring, the p ipette wa in erted to depth of 20 cm and 1 0  ml  exact ly were withdrawn. This 
fi r t wi thdrawal i vel) imp rtant tep, as i t  repre ents the total fract ion finer than 4 <po  The 
p ipette was removed and the suspension was e pel led i nto a we ighing beaker of 30 m l .  
d i  t i l led " ater of 1 0m l  ' ere ucked up to rin e out the pipette and the r insing water was 
e. pc l l  d into the ame beaker. Wi thdrawals were cont inued at pec i fied t ime i nterva ls and 
ne\\ beak.er \\ a u ed for each \\ i thdrawal .  The beakers were place in an oven wi th cover glass 
on top and evaporated to near dryness (24 hr at 1 00- 1 30°C) .  The beakers were removed from 
the 0 en. let cool to room temperature and weighed to 0.00 I g on a prec is ion balance. This 
method was deta i led by ROPME ( Manual of Oceanographic Observation and Pol l utant 
Analys i Method, 1 999) .  The mo t commonly used method for the calcu lation of stat i st ical 
size parameters is the graphical method curves and h is tograms. The grain-size stat i st ical  
parameter : Graphic mean " M z",  I nc l us ive Graph ic Standard Deviation " Ol " , I nc l us ive 
Graphic kewne s " SK J " , and Graph ic Kurtosis  " Ke" were calcu lated accord ing to the 
equation described by ROPME ( 1 999). 
3 .2 .2  Extraction and Clean up . 
F i fty gram of dry sed iment samp les were taken soxholet - extracted for 8 h in 250 m l  of the 
extract ion solvent ( 1 :  1 hexane: acetone) .  Aanhydrous sod ium su lfate removal procedure was 
performed using activated elemental copper in order to avoid su lphur interferences when 
using gas chromatography. The solvent extract was concentrated on a rotary evaporator to a 
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3 . 2.3 Column ch rOlnatography (oil spi l l) .  
Crude o i l  is defined as petroleum that i s  removed from the earth, many types of compounds 
pre ent in petroleum uch as saturate , aromatic , 0 compound., and asphal tens. Actual ! )  
the . aturated and aromatic defined a hydrocarbons and the a pha l tens and N SO compound 
defined a non hydr carbon sub tances. Column chromatography u ing to separates th i s  
compound b tak ing one gram of rude o i l  in  beaker and add ing N-pentane to  separated 
a phalten by prec ip i tation op rat ion then calcu late the percentage of aspha l tenes. Then the 
ream ing petroleum wa taken and add i t  to the top of the glass column and added i t  to run 
through b gra it) flow. U ing d i fferent e l utants in a glass column contain ing si l ica gel after 
act ivation of i t .  Then put the n-hexane to separate saturates, evaporate of the solvent and 
we ight the aturate. A fter that can add the petroleum eather 60-80 to eparate the aromat ic 
sub tance and e aporates the solvents and weight the aromatic. F ina l ly can adding m ixture of 
ethanol and benzene ( I  :2) to separate res ins then evaporate the solvents and weight the 
re i ns. Then calcu late the percentage of saturates aromat ic and resins and take the saturate 
and i njected in GC instruments. 
3. 2-4 Determination of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons ( PARs) by 
H PLC 
Polycyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbons ( PA Hs) are a group of organic compounds with 
structures cons ist ing of  2-7 aromatic ri ngs. Environmenta l contam inat ion (so i l , sediments and 
water) wi th PAHs occurs from tar, burning of organ ic wastes and d ue to oi l spi l ls .  These 
compounds are h igh ly toxic  and carc i nogenic to humans as wel l  as other l iv ing organ isms. 
The method i s  appl icable for the determ ination of PAHs in soi l , sed iment, as per t he modiv ied 
E PA-83 1 0  procedure. pec ifical ly th i s  method is recom mended to determ ine the first h igh ly 
1 6  pol lutant are N aphthalene, Acenaphthylene, Acenaphthene, Fl uorene, Phenanthrene, 
Anthracene, F luoranthene, Pyrene, Benzo(a)anthracene, Chrycene, Benzo(b)f1uroanthene, 
Benzo(k)fl uroanthene, Benzo( a )pyrene, Oi benzo( a,h )anth racene, Benzo(g,h, i )perylene, 
I ndeno( 1 ,2,3-cd )pyrene. 
F ive grams  of the sed i ments were p laced in an extraction th imble (hexane: acetone 50:50) by 
us ing soxh let extract ion. The solvent wa careful ly removed by evaporation under n i trogen a 
res idue wh ich was d i ssolved i n  aceton i tr i le .  Sample extracted was c leaned, when nece sary, 
usi ng sol id phase extraction using PAR SPE columns. A 20 II I a l i quot of the extract was 
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injected into an H PL , and the abo e I i  ted compounds are detected by u l trav iolet (UV)  and 
fl uorescence detector imu ltaneou I . The cond ition of  the apparatu and materials is given 
be lO\\ : 
nalyt ical ba lance- capab le of weigh ing to O.OOO l g  
Automatic so h let e 'tract ion with appropriate e traction th imble. 
oncentrator tube - 1 0  ml graduated. 
1 [ PL  apparatus :  a grad ient H PLC with auto ampler, fluorescence detector and UV 
detector. 
H PLC column :  chromospher 3 PAH column ( 1 00 mm*4.6 m m I D, 3 M M )  
F i  e grams o f  the sol id ample was accurate weighed and blend i t  w ith equal quant ity of 
anhydrou od ium su lfate and place i t  in  an extract ion th imble. Place approxi mate ly 70 ml of 
the extraction solvent ( hexane: acetone 50:50), extract the sample in an cont i nuous soxh let 
extra t ion apparatu for 2 hours ( bo i l ing 1 hr and r ins ing I h r) and transfer the extract to a 1 0  
m l  vo lumetric flask. Pipette 2m l  into a concentrator and evaporate under n itrogen to reduce 
01 ent to about 0.5 m \ .  Add aceton itr i le and evaporate aga in .  I f  requ i red, make up to 2 ml  
mark on the  concentrator wi th aceton itr i le .  
3.2 .5 Determination of Aliphatic Hydrocarbon by GC- FI D .  
Gas chromatography i s  a separation of compounds in  the gas phase based o n  the same types 
of interaction as in H PLC. The compounds are separated due to d ifferences in the ir  abi l ity to 
part it ion or transfer between the stationary and mob i le phases. Usua l ly  th is  part i t ion is based 
on polarity when doing GC analys is .  The analysi s  is done at a spec i fic h igh temperature, 
usua l ly h igher than the h ighest boi l i ng point  in the m ixture. F I D  is flame ion izat ion detector, 
i t ' s  as the effl uent (carrier gas and any organic compounds) comes of out of the column and 
they are ign i ted in a flame made of hydrogen and a i r. The compounds produce ions as they 
bum and these ions conduct e lectricity. Changes in current w ith in the flame are measured and 
sent to the computer to be seen as peaks on the chromatogram . 
One � l  of extraction was taken and analyze it w ith a Varian Model 3400 gas chromatograph 
equ ipped w i th flame ionization detector (GC- F I D) fitted with a q uadrex 50 meter fused si l ica 
cap i l lary column.  The GC is programmed from 40°C to 340°C at l OoC/ m inute w ith a 2 
m inute hold at 40°C and a 20 m inute hold at 340°C .  Analytical data are processed w ith a 
nelson analyt ical model 3000 chromatograph ic  data system and I B M  computer hardware. 
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Th is , oftware s stem fac i l itates data proce sing and graphic d i  p lay as wel l  as e lectronic data 
lran m itta l .  
3.2.6 Determination of Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) by GC- ECD 
The analysi of  P Bs  a held i n  the Central laboratory un it (CLU)  at the Un ited Arab 
Em irate n iver ity, AI A in. U E. The centra l laboratory unit has NAMAS accreditation and 
i accred i ted to I 0 900 1 .  
Gas chromatograph wi th  e lectron capture detector w ith cap i l lary column - i I/ length 30 m. 
and d iameter 0.32 mm. The cond ition of the GC is given below: 
-Carrier ga : Hel i um 
-Flow rate :  1 . S m l/ m in  
-Make up ga  : Ar/CH4 at flow rate recommended by  the manufacturer (between 30 to  
60ml/m in) .  
- I nj ector temperature: 22S °C .  
-Detector tem perature :  300°C .  
- I n i t ia l  tem perature: 1 0aoC hold 2 m inutes. 
GC w ith e lectron capture detector can determine PCBs in soi l s  sediments and wastes. 
pec i fi ca l ly th i s  method is recommended for the determination of 20 PCBs congeners wh ich  
are propriety pol l utants. Samples can be prepared by blend Sg ± O .S g of the  sol id  sed iments 
wi th Sg ± O.Sg of anhydrous sod ium su lfate and place in an extraction th imb le. Place 
appro imate ly 70 m I of the extraction solvent ( 1 :  I hexane: acetone) and extract the sample for 
2 hours ( bo i l ing I hr and rinsing 1 In), after extraction, the sample i s  careful ly evaporated. 
When a l l  but 2-S m l  of solvent have been col lected, open the system and remove the cups. 
The extract i s  quantitatively transferred to a 1 a ml measuring cyl inder. R inse the cups us ing 
hexane and add the r insates to the measuring cyl i nder at a fixed volume of 1 a m I , transfer 
apportion to a 2 m l  GC autosamapler v ia l  and i nject 1 III in GC-ECD ( E PA,  1 999). 
3.2 .7  Determination of Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH)  
Determ ination o f  total petroleum hydrocarbons provides information o n  the contamination of 
water, oil and sedi ments with petroleum products .TPH i s  an est imated of the amount of 
hydrocarbons present between the carbon ranges Cg to C40. This  range of carbon extends from 
the volat i le hydrocarbons compounds with t he lower boi l i ng to the non volat i le compounds 
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found at the h igher boi l i ng point range ( ROPME, 1 999). The method i s  appl icable for the 
detcml ination of TPH e ither by gravimetry or ic let Fourier Transform I n frared Manma 
IR 60 FTI R .  The method i not appl icable to l ight hydrocarbons that volat i l ize be low 70 DC . 
A l so some rude i ls and hcav fue l  o i ls that is part ia l ly oluble wh ich give 10 recovery . 
F ive gram of sample take and p laced i n  a 50 m l  beaker, ac id i fy the ample to PH i .e .  2 by 
add ing 0 . 1 m I concentrated I ICL  and add five gram of prepared Mg 04 to the ac id i fied 
ample and st i r  to create a smooth paste. Then spreader the paste on the ides of the beaker 
leaves it for ab ut 1 5-30 m inut at room temperature unt i l  the material is sol id i fied. Transfer 
the o l id t a mortar and grind to a fine powder. A fter that add the powder to paper extTact ion 
th imb le . W ipe both t he beaker and the mortar with p iece of fi l ter paper moistened with 
sol ent and add the paper to the th imble. P lace the th imble i n  a soxh let apparatus and extract 
u i ng n- hexane. The rate and t ime of extraction in the soxh let apparatus should be strict ly 
control led to e tract greases ha i ng varying solub i l i t ies. Then remove the sol vent cool and 
remove the extract ion cup which contains the residue (TPH) .  D i ssolve the res idue i n  the cup 
in fluorocarbon - 1 l 3 ' quantitat ive ly transfer i nto 25 ml volumetric flask a make up to vol ume. 
Then place the o lut ion in a su i table FTI R  cuvette. Se lect appropriates working standards and 
ce l l  path length . The resu l ts of the analysis calcu lated by th i s  formula :  
Total petroleum hyd roca rbons (rug/kg) = X*Y*D* 1 000IW 
Where: 
X=instrument read ing (mg/L) 
Y=volume m ade up from the sample 
D=di l ut ion factor 
W=wet weight of sediments extracted i n  
3.2 .8 Determination of Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 
F ive grams of powdered sediment sample was dried and place in the beaker. A fter that, 1 0  % 
HC I  was added to remove a l l  the i norganic carbon and heat to complete removal of inorganic 
carbon. Then take 0.25 gram of sample after HCI and analyze by Leco- carbon analyzer (CS-
200) by ign it ion the sample in  the presence of O2. A l l  CO2 released from the ign it ion of 
organic carbon w i l l  be col lected by CO2 trap, then detected by CO2 detector and recorded by 
d igital vol tammeter record. 
3.2 .9  Determination of Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 
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fhc tota l  n i trogen inc ludes organic and inorganic n i trogen, were determ ined accord ing to 
Kje ldah l method ( E P  , 1 993 )  using block d ige t ion and team d i  t i l lation. Th is method 
requ ire,> the d igestion of the . ample using strong ac id at h igh temperatures. Careful  hand l ing 
of the o lut ion , for added protect ion, ac id d ige t ion shou ld be performed in a fume hood 
\\ i th  adequate ent i lat ion . E) e prote tion hould be worn at a l l  t imes and care should be taken 
when hand l i ng hot d i gestion tubes. The procedure of Kjeldahl analysis is given as a 
fol lo\\ ing: 
One gram of the sample was prepared and weighed to an accuracy of 0 . 1 mg into a d igest ion 
tube. ample preparation for Kjeldah l analysis shou ld be carefu l ly fol lowed to avoid errors in 
the fi nal  re u l t .  B u ing Kje l tec 1 035,  2300 or 2400 these weights can be automat ica l ly 
entered i nt the memory of the system for automatic resu l t  ca lculat ion . Two Kjel tabs u 3 .5 
(al ternati el 7 g K2 04 and 0 .8  g Cu 04 X sH20) were added. Then 1 2  ml of  concentrated 
H2 04 v,,'ere added carefu l ly ( am pies conta in ing h igh - fat 1 5  m l  H2S04 were used) and the 
wet sample with the ac id  was shook gent ly. The exhaust i s  automat ica l ly attached when using 
a Lift y tem .  A ContTol ler and F low regu lator wou ld  set the water aspi rator to fu l l  effect. 
The d igestion \ as cont inued unt i l  a l l  samp les were c lear wi th a tube- green solut ion.  Then 75 
ml of  deion ized water were added to the tubes. The d igest ion tube was p laced in the 
di t i l lation un i t  and the system wa closed afety. A fter that 50 m l  of 40 % NaOH were 
d ispensed i nto the tube. The steam valve was opened on the Kjel tec 1 002 and d i st i l led for 
approximate ly 4 m inutes. The d i st i l late was t itrated w ith standardized HCI  ac id (0 . 1 N or 0 .2 
N) .  The resul ts were calcu lated according to the fol lowing equations: 
%N = [(T-B)  x x 1 4 .007x I OO]/ weight of sample in mg 
% p rotein= % x F 
Mg NI l iter= [ (T-B) x N x 1 4 .007x 1 000]/ volume of sample i n  m l  
G N /liter= [ (T-B) x N x  1 4 .007]/ volume of sample i n  m l  
M g  N/I OO m l  = [ (T-B) x N x  1 4 .007x 1 00] / volume o f  sample i n  m l .  
Where :  
T= t itration volume for sample ( m l )  
B= t itration volume for blank (m l )  
N= normal ity of ac id to 4 p laces of decimal  
F= conversion factor for n itrogen to protei n  depending on sample. 
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3 · 2 . 1 0  Determination of heavy metal by ( ICP-AES) 
0.5 gram of the ample wa We ighted in to a beaker and moi ster the ample with about 5 m l  
o f  d i  ti l led water. Add 3 m I o f  H C L  and 9 m l  of I -rN03 and d igest the m ixture in hotplate for 
o minute . Then co I the samp le and fi ltrate the s lution .A fter that, quantitat ively transfer 
the content and make up to 50 ml in a vo lumetric flask with deinoized water. B lank must be 
prepared at the arne time under the same condit ions ( ROPME, 1 999). The equ ipment and 
operat ing condition a fol lo\ : 
Eq u ipment :  
Inductivel oupled argon pia rna-atomic em iss ion spectrometer ( lC P-A ES), Varian, v ista­
M P  -CCO s imu l taneous, w ith background correction, auto-fit mu lt i-ca l ibration curve fitting, 
ignal to background rat io s igna l to root background ratio (F ig2 . 1 2& Fig2. 1 3 ) .  
-Computer per onal and  printer. 
-Analytical balance capac i ty 200 gram and sensit iv ity ± 0.000 I g. 
- Hotplate. 
Operat ing cond it ion 
-Power = 1 .2 KW 
-Plasma flow= 1 5  Llm in 
-Aux. flow= 1 .5 Llm in  
- eb. flo\\= 0.75 Llm in  
-Repl icate t ime(S) = 1 0  ec. 
-Sample uptake t ime= 20 Sec. 
-R inse time = l O S 
-Pump rate= 1 5  rpm 
3 .3  Statistical analysis 
M icrosoft office EXC E L  ™ XP software was a lso used for plott ing h istogram and pie charts 
of total organic carbon,  total petroleum hydrocarbon, total n itrogen, polych lorinated biphenyl, 
i nd iv idual polych lorinated b iphenyl and polycyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbon compounds e ither 
in coastal and marine sedi ments or stat ions. 
SURFER7.0 1 ™ program was used for mapping the tota l organic carbon tota l petroleum 
hydrocarbon, total n itrogen, polycyc l ic  aromatic hydrocarbon compounds, polych lorinated 
biphenyls and ind iv id ual polych lorinated biphenyls. 
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SYSTAT10  program was u ed to carry out un i  ariate, bia ariate and mul t ivariate stat ist ical 
analyses for the obta ined ge chemical data uch as h istogram, factor analysi , and regres ion 
anal) i , cOITelat ion matrix and c luster analyses. 
* * * * * * *  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS & DISCASSION 
RESUT LS AN D D ISCUSSION 
4. 1 Grain -Size Distribution 
Gra in  ize analy is  .. as carried out t construct h istograms and cumu lat ive curves ( F ig. 4 . 1 ,  
F ig .  4 .2 .  and F ig. 4 .3 )  and interpret the grain-size frequency d i  tribution in  the stud ied 
ed iment . Moreover, cumu lat ive cur e were u ed to calcu late the gra in-size stat i st ical  
parameter ( MI. 0" k, and KG) through applying the equat ion of Folk and Ward, ( 1 957) .  
The gra in- ize anal  s i s  of the present \i ork revealed the s ize of sediment i n  the study area. 
The sample obta ined from Khorfakkan. Fuja i rah and Kalba coastl i ne were d iv ided i nto four 
group ba ed on their MI. Table 4 .2 demon trates frequency d i str ibut ion of the statist ical 
gra in  ize parameter in  the coa ta l  sed iments of tud ied areas. 
Most of the amples are c lassi fied as med ium sand and fine sand wh ich cover about 75% of 
the t udy area. The parameter reflects the overa l l  average s ize of the sed iments wh ich i s  
i nfluenced by sed i ments m ixture, mode of transportat ion and environment of deposi t ion 
(Udden, 1 9 1 4  & Folk, 1 966) .  
The data obtained from s ieving analysis were used to chart cumu lat ive curves on probabi l ity 
paper. The percent i l es, which obtained from the curves, were used to calcu late gra in-size 
stat ist ica l  parameters (Table 4 . 1 )  by using the equations adopted by Fol k  and Ward, ( 1 957) .  
The h i stograms were constructed ( F ig. 4 . 1 )  to show the variation i n  gra in-size d istr ibut ion at 
d ifferent tat ions i n  the study area. 
Values of graphic mean Mz (a description of size c lass) occupy the range from - 4.63 0 to 
2 .53  0 with  an average value of 1 .49 0. tat ion KH I showed the m in imum value, whereas 
the maxim um value was found at stat ion Kill. Depending on the Mz values, the samples were 
c lass i fied i nto: 1) Med ium sand, samples col lected from Khorfakkan K H3,  Kalba K H6, K H 8  
and F uja irah KH9, K H 1 2 . 2 )  F ine sand, samples col lected from Khorfakkan KH2,  Kalba K H 5  
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and Fuja i rah K J  I I  0, KH 1 1 . 3) our e sand, amples col lected from Khorfakkan KH4 and 
Kalba K J l 7 .  4) P bble, sample col lected from Khorfakkan K H l ,  \\ h ich  showed in F ig 4 . 1 & 
Table 4 . 1 .  
The i nc lus ive tandard dev iation 0" ,  i a mea ure of t he un i form it) of grain-size d i  tribut ion 
\.\ i th in  the sed iment . I t  depend on the s ize range i n  the s urce rock, extent of weatheri ng, 
di tance of tran p rtat ion and the energy variat ion of the deposi t ing med ium ( Folk and Ward, 
1 957 & Amaral and Prayor, 1 977) .  
Value of inc lus i  e graphic standard deviation of  the coastal samples along the Gulf of Oman 
(Table � . I )  range bet, een 0 .66 ( moderately wel l  sorted) to 5 .92 (e tremely poorly sorted).  
The a erage value of Or i s  1 . 50 0. The freq uency d istribution of the Gu l f  of  Oman coastal 
sed iments among the ort ing  c lasses (Table 4.2 & Fig. 4 .3 )  reveals that the moderate ly and 
poorly sorted ediments are equal ly  d i stributed (33 .33 %) and h igher than the moderate ly wel l 
sorted ed iment ( 1 6 .66%). On the other hand, the very poorly and extremely poorly sorted 
c lasses are equal and less abundant (8 .33  %). 
Values of inclu ive graph ic skewness Ski (a m easure of symmetrical degree of the d i stribution 
curve) vary from -0.46 to 0. 1 w ith an average value of  Ski - 0 . 1 5 . Table 4.2 and Fig.4.3 show 
that the coarse skewned sediments are the most dominant (4 1 .66 %). Meanwhi le, the near 
symmetrical and strongly coarse skewed sedi ments are equal ly abundant 25% for each .  The 
less abundant skewness c l ass is the fme skewed (8 .33 %). 
Values of graphic kurtosi s  KG measure the nonnal ity of grai n  s ize d i stribution using the rat io 
of sort ing  in the central part of the curve to that i n  i ts extremi t ies (Fo lk, ] 966). The Gu l f  of 
Oman coastal samples show kurtosi s  val ues ranging from 0.75 ( p laty kurt ic)  to 3 .68 
(extremely leptokurt ic )  w ith  an average value of l .36, which represents leptokurt ic c lass. 
According to the kurtosi s  scale, 33 .33  % of the sam ples have leptokurt ic c urves of d istribution 
and 25  % of the samples have mesokurt ic  curves. The very leptokurt ic and platy kurt ic  
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amples are equal ly abundant ( 1 6 .6 %). The rest of the ample have e tremel leptokurti 
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Fig. 4. J : H istograms Bar Chart of grain-size distribution of sediments along the coastal area 
of the Gulf of Oman. 
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1 .6  
1 .2  
1 . 18  
1 . 17 
1 .09 
1 ·36 
Table 4.2: Frequency d istr ibut ion of the tat i t ical grain-size parameters in the coasta l 
sedi ment along the Gulf of Oman. 
ParaIlleter Description Percentage of saIllples 
Fine sand 33·33% 
Medium sand 41 .66% 
Mz (�) Coarse sand 16 .66% 
Very coarse sand 0.00% 
Pebble 8 ·33% 
Granule 0.00% 
Well-sorted 0 .00% 
Moderately well-sorted 16.66% 
OI (�) M oderately-sorted 33·33% 
poorly-sorted 33·33% 
Very poorly-sorted 8 ·33% 
Extremely poorly-sorted 8 ·33% 
Fine-skewed 8 ·33% 
SKI Near-symmetrical 25% 
Coarse-skewed 41 .66% 
Strongly coarse-skewed 25% 
leptokurtic 33·33% 
Very leptokurtic 16.66% 
KG Extremely leptokurtic 8·33% 
platykurtic 16.66% 
M esokurtic 25% 
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Fig. 4 .3 :  Pie diagrams showing the frequency distributions of the grain-size parameters in the 
coastal sediments along the Gulf of Oman. 
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4 . 2  Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons ( PAR s) 
rable 4 .3  i l lu  trale that TP H alue range b tween 0.07 mg/kg to O. 28 mg/kg. 
ariat i n in  the rep rted value can be ob'erved among tat ion ( F ig. 4 .4 ). The 
m in imum \ a lue v. a, recorded at tation KH5 ,  and KJ 1 1 2, \\ herea the maximum alue 
\\ as pro\ ided b) tali n KH1,  KH 7 and K H9, "'" i th an average or 0. 1 87 mg/kg and 
. 0  r 0.066. l l igh percentage of TPA H \ a s  1 0  % occur a t  K H 7, and K I-I9 tat i ns, 
V\ h i le 10\\ percentage of TP Hs \ a 2 % \ here detected at K I I 1 2 ( F ig. 4 .5 ). F ig 4 .6 
ho\\ the c ncentrat ion of P Hs compound in each stal ion from marine and coa tal 
ediment col lected from ea tern s ide of the UAE ( Khorfakkan, Fujairah, and Kalba) .  
A lso th i  figure can g ive good comparing between each tat ion for coastal and marine 
ediment . F ig. 4.8 show the d istribut ion map of TPAH \ h ich increasing to\ ards 
northern part of Khorfakkan and southern part of Fuja i rah stations. 
3 . 2 . 1 Naphthalene 
I t  i s  a polyc) c l ic aromat ic hydrocarbon PA Hs with two aromatic rings (C loHs)  and i t  
i a l  0 cal led \\ h i te tar or tar camphor. Exposure to naphthalene can calise system ic 
react ion inc lud ing nall ea, headache, d iaphoresi s, hematuria, fever, anem ia, l i ver 
damage. vom i t ing. con u Js ion and coma ( Rowat . , 1 998) .  Naphtha lene was 
detected at tv .. e lve stations ( K H l ,  K ID, KH3 ,  KH6, K H7, K H 8, KH9, K H I 0, KH I L 
1 ,  S2, and 3 )  wi th concentrat ions ary wi th in  a range from 0.079 mglkg to 0.0 1 
mg/kg. The maximum value was reported at stat ion S 1 and the m in imum value at 
station K H 8  (Table 4.3 & F ig. 4.6 A). The map of naphthalene showed a trend of  
increasing towards t he  northern and southern part, of t he  study areas around a l l  
stat ion ( F ig.  4 .9) .  
3 . 2 . 2  Acen aphthylene 
Acenaphthylene i one of polycyc l i c  aromatic hydrocarbon PAH s. Its formu la is 
(C I 2HS )  and molecu lar weight of 1 52.20. Acenaphthylene reach the env i ronment from 
natura l  sources such as forest fires and man made sources i nc l ud ing burn ing of wood. 
automobi le and truck emission . Acenaphthylene can affect on the k idneys l i ver, 
b lood and a l ungs ( Faust, 1 994) .Th is compound wa detected at tv .. e lve stations at 
marine and coasta l  sed iment . The values ranged from 0.0 1 2  mglkg to 0.04 1 mg/kg. 
Lo,"", concentrat ion (0.0 1 2  mglkg) occurs at KH l , KH2, KH3,  K H4, KH5, K I- l6 and 
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K H7. \\ h i le the h igh concentration (0.04 1 mglkg) occurs at KH8 ,  K H9, K H I 0, KH 1 1 , 
2 and 3 (Tabl 4 .  & Fig.  4 .6  B) .  The map of acenaphthylene ho ing a trend of 
increa'> ing lovv ard. the ulhern part f the tudy area ( Fuja irah and Kalba) ( F ig. 
4 . 1 0 ). 
3 . 2 . 3  Acenaphthene 
I t  i a pol) c) c l i c  aromat ic hydrocarbon PA H consist ing of the two ringed 
naphthalene " ith a ( 2 1 -4 )  bridge between posi t ions I and 8. I t  formula i (C I 2H 10)  
and it de es n t appear t be carc i nogen ic. Acenaphthene has second name 
naphth) leneeth) lene and I ,  2- d i hydrocenaphthy lene ( ATSDR, 1 990).Acenaphthene 
\\ a detected at four station ( K H  I ,  K H2,  K H 7, and K H9) w ith concentrations vary 
\, i th in  a range from 0.00 I mglkg to 0.02 mg/kg. The maximum value was reported at 
tation K H I and the m in imum va lue recorded at rem inder three stat ions (Table 4 .3 & 
F ig .  4 .6  C) .  The map of Acenaphthene show ing a trend of increasing toward the 
southern part oCthe tudy area ( F ig. 4. 1 1 ) . 
3 . 2 . 4  Flourane 
F luorene i s  one of  a group of polyc c l ic aromat ic h drocarbons PAHs  with one five ­
membered and two s ix  - membered rings. F l uorene was detected in a l l  stat ions ( K H  1 
to 3 )  of the study area .The h ighest concentrat ion was recorded 0.037 mglkg at 
station K H I ,  \\ hereas the m in imum con entration 0.006 mglkg & 0.007 m g/kg was 
provided by stat ions K H3 & K H  1 2  respect ive ly (Table 4 .3  & F ig .  4 .6 D). The 
d istr ibution map demonstrates that it val ues increased towards the northern part 
part icu larly around K H2, K H3 ,  and K H 4  stat ions and southern part around K H 5, 
K H6.  K H7, and K H8 ( F ig. 4 . 1 2 ) .  
3.2 .5  Phenanthrene 
I t  i s  a tricyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbon derived from coal tar. Phenanthrene i s  non 
carc inogenic PAH ,  but al 0 toxic to ome organ isms and its formula is ( C I 4H IO)  
(ATSDR ] 990) .  Phenanthrene was recorded at a l l  stat ions which ranged from 0.006 
m glkg at S 1 to 0. 1 39 m glkg at K H2 .  H igh concentrat ion occurs at KH l ,  KH2, KH3,  
KH4,  KH 7, and KH9.  Low concentration occurs a t  KH5 ,  K H l l , KH I O, and  KH 1 2  
(Table 4 .3 & Fig .  4 .6 E) .  The map of Phenanthrene howing a trend of increas ing 
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toward the n rthern part of the tudy area ( K l  J I to K H4 tat ions) Khorfakkan ( Fi g. 
4 . 1 3 ) . 
3 . 2 . 6  Anth racene 
I t  i one of the polyc c l ic aromati hydrocarbon PA i l s with three ri ngs and the 
m lecu lar weight i 1 78 .  Th i compound \ as detected onl) at one tation KH7 of the 
tudy area \\ i th oncentrat ion at 0.00 - mg/kg (Table 4.3 & F ig. 4 .6  F) .  
3 . 2 . 7  Fluoranth ene 
I t  i a type or p I cy c l ic aromat ic hydrocarbon PA Hs with one five - membered and 
thr e six - membered r ings. fts formu la is (C 1 oH IO) and i ts non carc inogen ic PAH, but 
a l  0 to. ic to me organi m . Th is  compound ranged from 0.007 mg/kg to 0.066 
m g/kg. A h igh Ie el of F luoranthene \ as detected at a l l  stat ions of coa ta l sed iments. 
wh i le the low concentrat ion occurs at marine sed iment (Table 4.3 & F ig .  4 .6  G). The 
map of F l uoranthene howing a trend of increa ing towards the northern part of the 
study area ( F ig. 4 . 1 4) .  Table 4.4 and F ig .  4 . 7  i l l u strate the TPAH val ues range 
between 44.2 to 299.3 mglkg at o i l  amples. The m i n imum va lue \Va recorded at o i l -
4 sam ple and the max imum vale \ as provided by o i l - l sample. 
3.2.8 Pyrene 
I t  i s  a polycyc l ic aromat ic  hydrocarbon PAHs w i t h  four aromat ic rings. Pyrene is  non 
carc inogenic PAH but a lso toxic to some organ ism . Pyrene val ues ranged from 0.0 1 
mg/kg to 0 .05 mg/kg. H igh concentrat ion occurs at K H7, and K H l l  and low 
concentrat ion occurs on ly at stat ions K H l ,  K l- n O, and S3 (Table 4.3 & F ig.  4 .6 H) .  
The d i  tribution map of  Pyrene exh ib its an increasing trend toward the  northern parts 
of the study area. The h ighest values were concentrated for Khorfakkan (F i g. 4 . 1 5 ) .  
3.2.9 Benzo (a) Anthracene 
I t  i s  a polycyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbon PA Hs  with four aromat ic nngs. Th i s  
compound ranged from 0.002 mg/kg to  0.0 1 5  mg/kg. H igh concentration of  benzo 
(a)  anthracene \ as detected only at K H2,  and K H3, wh i le the low concentrat ion was 
detected at KH8  (Table 4 .3 & F ig .  4 .6  I ) . The map of Benzo (a) anthracene showing a 
trend of increas ing towards the northern part of the study area Khorfakkan ( F ig. 4. 1 6) .  
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3 . 2 . 1 0  Chrysen e  
I t  i a pol) cyc l ic aromatic hy drocarbon PA i ls \ i th four aromat ic rings. I ts formu la i 
(C I l i d and the molecu lar \\ e ight i 228 . .  I t '  present to the en ironment due to 
anthr p gcn i  act i i t ie ; hrysene i a probable carc inogen on human and animal 
(A1 DR, 1 990 ) .  Th i '  m pollnd \-\ as 0.0 1 mg/kg wh ich recorded at a l l  stat ion 
marine and coa'tal sed iment ex epted KH9, and K H 1 2  (Table 4 .3  & Fig. 4.6 J ) .  The 
di tri bution Illap of hr enc e:\.hibi t  an increa ing trend towards the outhem part of 
the tud) area. The h ighe t al ues were concentrated in Fujairah Emi rate and Ka lba 
( r ig. 4 . 1 7) .  
3 . 2 . 1 1  Benzo (b) Fluoranthene 
I t  i a polycyc l ic aromat ic hydrocarbon PAHs  with one f ive -membered and four s ix­
membered rings. Thi  compound was detected only at three stat ions K .Ii 8,  KH I O, and 
2 of the study area wi th  concentrat ion were 0.02 mg/kg (Table 4.3 & Fig. 4.6 K) .  
The map of Benzo ( b) F luoranthene showing a trend of  increas ing towards the 
southern part of the tudy area Fuja i rah and Kalba ( F ig. 4. 1 8 ). 
3 . 2 . 1 2  Benzo (K) Fluora nthene 
I t  i s  a polycyc l i c  aromatic hydrocarbon PAHs wi th  one five-membered and four s ix­
membered ring . Benzo (k) F l uoranthene i s  found in fossi l  fuels and in products of 
i ncomplete combustion ( A  TSDR, 1 990). Benzo (k)  F l uoranthene was detected at two 
tations K H 7, and S2 of the study area wi th  t he same concentrat ions 0.0 1 mg/kg for 
coasta l and marine sed iments (Table 4.3 & F ig. 4 .6  L) .  The mapping of survey a l so 
shows an i ncrease towards t he southern part of the study area ( F ig. 4 . 1 9) .  
3 . 2 . 13 Benzo (a) Pyrene 
I t  i s  a polycyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbon wi th  five aromat ic rings. Benzo (a)pyrene is  
carc i nogenic , causing t umor in  animals and are acutely toxic to some organisms. 
Th is  compound wa found only at four stations KH 7, K H9, K H l l , and S3 of the 
study area, with the same values 0.0 1 mg/kg for coastal  and marine sed iments (Table 
4.3 & Fig. 4.6 M ).The map of Benzo (a) Pyrene showing a trend of increa ing 
towards the southern part of the study area (Fuja i rah and Ka lba) ( F ig. 4.20). 
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3 . 2 . 14 Benzo (g,h , i)  Perylene 
I t  is a poly y c l ic aromatic hydrocarbon PA Hs  with i aromat ic rings. This compound 
\\ a detected ju t at three stat ion K H 8, K H9, and KH I I  of the study area \\ i th 
vary ing concentrat i ns from 0.02 mg/kg 10 0.03 m g/kg (Table 4.3 & Fig. 4 .6 N) .  The 
map or BenL (g,h . i )perylene howing a Ir nd of increa ing toward the outhern part 
of the tudy area ( Fuja i rah and Kalba)  ( F ig. 4 .2 1 ). 
3 . 2 . 15 I ndeno ( 1 , 2,3-cd) Pyrene 
I t  i one of  the polycyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbon PA H wi th  one [j e- membered and 
four c i \.-membered rings. Th is c m p  lind was detected only at one stat ion KH9 of the 
study area with concentrat ion 0.005 mg/kg (Table 4.3 & Fig. 4 .6 0). 
3.3 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Ratios 
Kot-Waisk et al .  (2004) d iv ided PAH s  in to three groups : ( 1 )  Low Molecu lar  Weight 
1 28- 1 78 0- mol (2-3 r ing ) Napththalene, Acenaphthy lene, Acenaphthtene, F lourane, 
Phenanthrene, and Anthracene; (2 )  Med i u m  M olecu lar  Weight  202-228 g/mol  (4  
r ing F luoranthene, pyrene, Benzo (a)  Anthracene. and chrycene, (3 )  and High 
Molecu lar  Weight  252-278 g/mol ( 5-6 rings), Benzo (b)  F luoranthene, Benzo ( K )  
F luoranthene, Benzo ( a )  Pyrene, D ibenzo(a,h )  Anthracene, Benzo (g,h, i )pery lene, and 
Indeno( 1 .2,3-c,d )p) rene. Table 4 .5  & F ig. 4 .22 C showed the d i str ibut ion of PA Hs 
molecu lar weight at al l  stat ions was low molecu lar weight rather than the med ium and 
h igh molecu lar weight, which reflected the sources of pol l u t ion which, is spi l led o i l .  
Accord ing to  t he  Fang et a l .  (2003 ) & Ma e t  a l .  (2005) petrogenic PA Hs are 
characterized by a predom inance of PARs w ith low molecu lar weights ( 2-3 ring 
P AHs). \\ h ich detected at al l  the stud ied station (F ig. 4 .23) . Th is  value ind icated the 
sources of pol l ut ion are mainly from spi l led o i l .  On the other hand, some PARs, such 
as pef) tene, largety come from d igenesis  processes of biogen ic precursors. Absence 
of pef)' lene at a l l  stations reflected the source of pol l ut ion was not from biogenic 
sources. 
A method of u mg the rat io PIA < 1 0 and FI uoranthene/Pyrene> I to ident ify 
contam ination sources of combustion processes ( pyrogenic PA H ) is d isscused by 
Wang et a l .  (2004) .  There are another rat io can ident ify the pyrogen ic  PAHs which 
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inc lud in g: Ben7(a) anthracene/chI) ene ( BaAlCh), P/( P+A ), and indeno( 1 ,2, ,3-
cd )p) rene/( i ndeno( I ,23-cd)p _ rene+benzo-(gh i )pery lene). erta in d iagnostic rat ios 
ha\ c heen \\ idel) u ed in ident i f) ing ource of PA l -) I n  contra t to p rogenic 
source , petrogenic are characterized by h igh rat io of Ph enanthrenel Anthracene ( PIA 
> 1 5 ) in assoc iat i n with 1 0\\ er rat ios of F l uoranthene/Pyrene ( F l u/P< I ) and Benzo (a) 
nthra ene I ( Benzo (a)  nlhra 'ene + Chrycene) « BaA I ( BaA +Chry) <0.4» . The e 
rat io hou ld be u ed in  com bination to a oid erroneous conc lu  ion reading origin of 
PAH ( Wang and F inga , 2003 ). 
3.3. 1 (IPAH c .\ llc) : The Total Carcinogenic Polycyclic A romat ic Hydroca rbons 
\\ h ich  defined as um of = Benzo (a) Anthracene + Benzo ( b) F luoranthene + Benzo 
( k)F luoranthene+benzo{a)Pyrene+indeno( 1 ,2 ,3 _ c,d)Pyrene+d ibenzo(a,h )Anthracene. 
Dah le et, al (2003) & Cao et a l .  (2005 ), were defined pyrene, phenanthrene and 
anth racen a non carci nogen ic  compound, wh i le the benzo(a) anthracene, 
acenaphthy lene, naphthalene benzo(a)pyrene, fluori ne, chrysene, fl uoranthene and 
benzo(b) fluoranthene were reported as carcinogenic compounds. Wi th in  the study 
area. marine sed iments atta in  h igh IPAHCARC ranging from 0 at (S l )  to 0.024 at ( 2 ). 
The coastal ediment from 0.004 at ( K H4)  to 0.02 1 at ( K H 8), which reflected sources 
of pol l ut ion main ly from o i l  spi l l  (Table 4 .5  & F ig. 4 .22 A) .  
3.3.2 I Py ro ( %) :  defi ned a um of PAH s  w i th  M W  > 1 78/total PA Hs ( perylene 
accepted). PA Hs  in e i ther foss i l  fue ls  or uncombusted fossi l fue l  residues are 
characterized by h igher proport ions of lower m olecu lar weight PAH s  (two to three 
r ings) and a greater abundance of alkylated homologues. This rat io  was used to 
account for P A H  derived from combust ion/pyrolys i s  processes ( Medei ros et a I . ,  
2005).  Wi th in  the  study area, the  value was ranging from 0.06 % at (KH ! )  to 0 .66 % 
at ( KH l l ) for the coastal sed iment samples. wh i l e  the va lues ranging from 0.047 % at 
( 1 )  to 0 .37  % at (S3 )  for marine sed i ments samples (Table 4 .5 ) .  So, a l l  the studied 
sed i ments have low concentrat ion of .:= Pyro wh ich ind icates that the ources of 
pol lu t ion are not from pyrolysis or combust ion of foss i l  fue ls, but abso lutely from 
petrogenic sources ( F ig. 4 . 22 B). 
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3.3.3 Ph n a n t h rene/An t b racene ( P/ ) ( Fang et a i . ,  2003 ). Th i ratio i equal to 1 for 
both coa ta l and marine ediment ample with in the tud area, e cept for station 
K I -! 7  (0 .9) .  \.\ h ich re tle t pyrogenic ollr e of PA l -!  (Table 4 . 5 ). 
3.3.4 Benzo ( a )  A n t h racene/ ( Benzo ( a )  A n t h racene  +C b rycene) :  tation KH4, 
K H 7. K 1 l 8, K 1 I9, KH I 0, 1 .  2,  and 3 have values of Sa / ( SaA+Chr ) � 0.4 
wh ich re tlcct pe(rogenic source . Wh i le stat ion K H I ,  KH2, KH3,  KH5 ,  KH6 KH I I , 
and KH 1 2  atta in a lue of Sa ( Sa + hry)  ranging from 0.5 to 0.75 ind icat ing 
pyrogenic ources (Table 4.4) ( Fang et a I . ,  2003 ). 
3.3.5 l ndeno( 1 ,2 ,3-c,d )pyrene/( J ndeno( l ,2 ,3-c,d ) py rene +Benoz(gh i ) perylene) 
I ndeno/( i nd e no+ Bgb i P) : the ( i ndeno) and ( Bgh i P) have been used by several 
re eareher a a ouree ident i fier for aero ols  from automobi le  ( Hartmann et a I . ,  
2004) .  I n  th is  tudy, th is  rat io equal to  zero for a l l  coasta l and marine sed iments 
ex ept KH9  \\ h ich recorded value of 0. 1 7  (Table 4 . S ) .The es ratio are lower than the 
0 .33±0.06 0b erved for automobi le emi  ion . 
3.3.6 Fluora n tbenel ( Fl uora n t bene+Py rene) :  F lu/ ( F l u  + P »  1 which ind icate 
pyrogenic sources wh i le va lues < 1 ind icate petrogenic sources of PAH (Gu inan et 
aL 200 1 ). W ith i n  the study area, the F l u! ( F l u + P) rat io was ranging from 0 at KH I ,  
KH6  and K H 1 2  to 1 at KH2.  KH3 .  and K H 8  fOf coasta l ediments samples. For 
marine sed iment sample, the val ues were from 0 at S I to 1 at S2. So, the 
concentration at most stat ion was less than 1 that ind icates petrogenic SOUfces PAHs 
(Table 4 .5 ) .  
Based on a l l  the above calcu lated ratios, i t  can  be  concluded that sources of pol l ution 
w ith i n  the study area are predominantly of petrogenic origin (o i l  sp i l l ) .  t o  add it ion to 
m inor contribution from pyrogenic sources ( combustion of o i l  products and sh ipping 
activ i t ies at neare t harbor). 
5 1  
Table 4 . 3 :  Concentrations of Polycyc l ic Aromatic Hydrocarbons ( PAHs  mg/kg) in sampl ing stat ions. 
� � � � = = � = = � � = � � � � � oS oS 
� � � � = � C,I = -= � = = � = � ; ; � C c::I. III ">. � � � = � � � � ,..... � III � � 'tI = Cd .s ; � � .s � = � � c::I. .s C,I = � � C,I 0 oS ..CI � ; � ; C,I ,..... I � . .c ..CI � ; 0 0 .... � � c::I. 
c::I. 
j f � t:: r;:: 
� .a I 5 � 0 ... ,..... ....., (If '3 � = = 0 � ,..... g 0 � .: r/'.J = ti: � '-" Co) e a � ::I 0 '-" '-" 0 
z � � 
..CI � N 0 0 0 0 ... � � N = < C N a � c � = � � 'tI � � � � � � = .... 
KH 1  0.035 0.012 0.02 0.0�7 0. 1�8 ND ND 0.01 0.006 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 0.2.5 
KH 2 0.037 0.012 0.01 0.031 0. 1�9 ND 0.029 ND 0.015 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 0.27 
KH3 0.02 0.012 ND 0.006 0. 109 ND 0.02.5 ND 0.01 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 0.19 
KH4 ND 0.012 ND 0.017 0.082 ND 0.033 0.04 ND 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 0.19 
KHS ND ND ND 0.007 0.039 ND 0.02 0.02 0.005 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 0.09 
KH6 0.0 1 1  0.012 N D  0.014 0.071 ND ND 0.03 0.006 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 0.1.5 
KH7 0.02 0.012 0.01 0.027 0.091 0.005 0.04 0.05 ND 0.01 ND 0.01 0.01 ND ND 0.28 
KH8 0.01 0.038 ND 0.032 0.051 ND 0.019 ND 0.002 0.01 0.02 ND ND 0.02 ND 0.2 
KH9 0.029 0.041 0.01 0.024 0.096 ND 0.019 0.02 ND ND ND ND 0.01 0.02 0.00.5 0.27 
K H 1 0  0.017 0.029 ND 0.012 0.049 ND 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.01 0.01 ND ND ND ND 0.16 
KH u 0.014 0.035 ND 0.019 0.01 ND 0.066 0.05 0.006 0.01 ND ND 0.01 0.03 ND 0.24 
K H 1 2  N D  N D  N D  0.007 0.03 N D  ND 0.02 0.005 ND ND ND ND ND ND 0.07 
S 1  0.079 ND N D  0.0 15 0.006 N D  ND ND ND 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 0. 1 1  
S 2  0.047 0.02 ND 0.011  0.047 ND 0.02 ND 0.006 0.01 0.01 0 .01  ND ND ND 0.18 
S3 0.06 0.041 ND 0.01 0.038 ND 0.007 0.01 ND 0.01 ND ND 0.01 ND ND 0. 18 
average± 0. 1 87 
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Fig. 4.4: Concentration of Polycyc l ic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) in studied 
stations. 
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F ig. 4.6: Concentrat ions of Po\ycycl ic Aromatic Hydrocarbon compounds ( PAHs) 
mg/kg in  each station. 
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Table 4.4: Concentrat ion of Polyc c l ic Aromat ic Hydrocarbon compounds ( PAH 
mglkg) in  the o i l  am pIes col lected from Gulf  of Oman. 
� � � � C C = � Q,) C � � � of3 � Q,) � = � � = � = � C � (f.) � � = Q,) r.. � � � � � C r.. Q,) of3 Q,) of3 = = of3 r.. r.. � 0 � � = � :I :I � r.. � C Q,) = � -. .+:l = 0 0 -. .� :I r.. � l: � C' � � � of3 '= '= ..s:: 0 r.. -. '-' ... � = 0 � 0 -. � 0 oB rn Q,) � :: '-' e N '-' ..s:: 0 '-' = 0 � N 0 0 � = N N � N � C = I=Q = I=Q � � � I=Q I=Q I=Q 
Oil-l 7.96 91 .8  0 ·38 1 0 1  47. 1  26·9 1 1 .3 3 ·6 2 .02 1 .59 5·64 
Oil-2 l OA 1 13 ND 45· 1  48·3 1 9·8 20·3 1404 2047 2·99 4·91 
Oil-3 4 044 75·9 ND 34.2 32 .2 9·98 25·5 4 ·39 1 .64 1 .39 4·34 
Oil-4 ND 20.8 ND 7· 12  6.28 2·57 4·98 1 .34 ND ND 1 . 19  
Oil-5 4.56 41 .9  ND 18 04 13 ·8 4 .27 6,48 3·�9 1 .06 1 .44 2·38 
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F ig. 4.7:  Concentrations of Pol ycyC \ ic Aromatic Hydrocarbon compounds ( PAHs 
mglkg) in  the o i l  sam ples col lected from Gu l f of Oman. 
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Fig. 4 .8 :  Distribution map of TPA Hs mglkg in the investigated area. 
F ig. 4.9: Distribution map of Naphthalene (mg/kg) in eastern side of the UAE. 
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Fig.  4 . 1 0 : Distribution map of Acenaphthy lene (mglkg) in eastern side of the 
UAE. 
Khorfakkan 
























Fig. 4. 1 2 : Distribution map of Flourane (mglkg) in eastern side of the UAE.  
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Fig. 4. 1 4 : D istribution map of F J uoranthene (mg/kg) in  eastern side of the UAE. 
F ig. 4 . 1 5 : D istribution map of Pyrene (mg/kg) in  eastern s ide of the UAE. 
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F ig. 4. 1 6 : Distribution map of Benzo (a) Anthracene (mg/kg) in eastern side of 
the UAE. 
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F ig. 4 . 1 8 : Distribution map of Benzo (b) F l uoranthene (mg/kg) in eastern side of 
the UAE.  
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° Gulf of 
KH1 
F ig. 4. 1 9 : Distribution map of Benzo (k)Flouranthene (mg/kg) in eastern side of 
the UAE. 
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F ig. 4.22: d istribution of some ratios, A .  The total carcinogenic PAHs, B.  I Pyro ratio 
And C.  The low, medium and h igh molecules weight of PAHs in  each 
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Fig. 4.23 : Concentrat ions of two, three ,four, five and six ring and total PAHs in the 
sampl ing stat ions of the eastern side of U .A .E .  two ring PAHs inc lude 
naphthalene; three ring PAH s  i nc lude acenaphthylene, acenaphthene, 
fluorine, phenanthrene and anthracene; four ring PAHs include 
fluoranthene, pyrene, benzo(a)anthracene and chrysene; five ring PAHs 
include benzo(b )fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene and 
d ibenzo(a,h)anthracene; six ring PAH s  include i ndeno( l ,2,3,cd)pymen and 
benzo(g,h, i )Perylene. 
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Table 4 .5 :  Polycyc l ic Aromatic I lydrocarbons ( PAl l s) rat io for coastal and marine sed iments samples in the eastern side of the UAE. 
,.... 
,.... � 
III � � !Xl � � III = � + U ,.... + i � &:: 0 0 + < 0 0 0 ':;l � ::I � + = u l: § '.0 � S � QJ I "d � � s '3 - !Xl '-' � 0 - = H 6 ;a rJj ::I '-' � """ 0 � - - QJ � S 0 H e = !Xl QJ "d &:: """ 
KH 1 Coastal 0 .253 0 0·5 1 0 0.006 0.06 0.237 0.016 
KH2 Coastal 0 .273 1 0 ·75 1 0 0 .015 0 . 179 0.224 0.049 
KH3 Coastal 0. 189 1 0.6 1 0 0 .01  0 .21  0 . 149 0.04 
KH4 Coastal 0. 188 0048 0 1 0 0.004 004 0 . 1 1 1  0 .073 
KHS Coastal 0 .092 0 ·5 0·5 1 0 0 .005 0 ·5 0.046 0.046 
KH6 Coastal 0. 148 0 0·5 1 0 0.006 0 .27 0 . 108 0.04 
KH7 Coastal 0 .275 0 046 0 0·9 0 0.013 0 ·39 0 . 166 0 .096 
KH8 Coastal 0 . 195 1 0.2 1 0 0.021 0·328 0 . 13 1 0.028 
KH9 Coastal 0 .277 0·5 0 1 0 . 17 0 .012 0 .28 0. 197 0.045 
KH10 Coastal 0 . 159 0 .8  0·3 1 0 0 .017 0.327 0 . 107 0.04 
KHl l  Coastal 0.239 0·58 0 ·5 1 0 0 .01 1  0.66 0.08 0 . 125 
KH12 Coastal 0 .068 0 0 ·55 1 0 0.005 0 0455 0.037 0.031 
81 Marine 0 . 105 0 0 1 0 0 0.047 0 . 1  0.005 
82 Marine 0 . 177 1 0·4 1 0 0.024 0.29 0 . 125 0.034 
83 Marine 0 . 175 0·5 0 1 0 0.005 0. 148 0 . 149 0 .021  
Total PAHs=I PAHs, FluolFluo+P= Fluoranthenel (Fl uoranthene+Pyrene), BaA/(BaA+Chry)= Benzo(a)Anthracene/( Benzo(a) 



















Indeno( l ,2,3-c,d)pyrene +Benoz(gh i)perylene), IPyro= M W> 1 78/total PAHs , Low MW= Napththalene. Acenaphthylene, Acenaphthtene. 
Flourane, Phenanthrene and Anthracene. Medium M W= Fluoranthene, pyrene, BaA. and chrycene. High MW= 
BbF ,BkF ,BaP,Di(a,h)A.B(ghi)P, I n( l .2,} ,cd)P. L:P AHCARC = Benzo( a)Anthracene+benzo(b )Fl uoranthene + 
indeno( 1 ,2 ,3  _ c,d)Pyrene+d ibenzo(a.h)Anthracene. 
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4.4 Aliphatic H yd roca rbon 
The c ncentrat ions of the total a l iphatic h) dr carbons for the studied tat ion va!) 
fr m 1 .0 f.1 g/g at K 1 I4  to 0 .95 f.1g/g at KH2 for coasta l ample . For marine edi ments 
ample . the tota l a l iphat ic  h) drocarbon are ranging from 2.5 Ilg/g to 4 . 1 f.1g/g, \ h i le 
they range from 0.3 f.1g/g to 1 .4 f.1 g1g � r sp i l led o i l s  (Table 4 .6) .  These val ues are 
c ns idered re lath e l)  equal to or Ie than other alue recorded in s im i lar areas in  
and other Gu l f  countrie (Table 2 .3 ). For in  lance, the  value for Akkah head 
and kkah beach in eastern coa t of UAE \ ere ranging from 1 . 1  Ilg/g to 0.4 f.1g/g. I n  
the Bahra in  at P PCO refine!) , the a l ue \ a s  4.30 f.1g/g and in Qatar at Ras A l  o u  f 
it \\ a 3 .30 Ilg g ind icat ing im portant anthropogenic inputs such as o i l  spi l l  and 
manne transportat ion act i v it ie  (Tolosa et a I . ,  2005 ). The mapping shows total n­
a l kane inc rea ing toward the northern part of the invest igated area (around 
Khorfakkan and Fuja i rah) ( F ig. 4.24). Accord ing to the Wang, (2003 ) the measured 
TPH in amples b GC-F I D hromatogram can provide a d istribution pattern of 
petroleum hydrocarbon (carbon range and pro fi le of UCM), fingerpri nts of the major 
oi l  components ( ind i  i dual re 01 ed n- a lkane and major i oprenoids), and 
i nformat ion on the weathering extent of the spi l led o i l .  Comparing biodegradat ion 
ind icator such as n-C 1 7  /pr ist in and n-C 1 8  /phytane for the spi l led oi l  wi th the source 
o i l  can be a lso u ed to monitor the effect of m icrobial degradat ion on the loss of 
hydrocarbons at the spi l l  site. Crude o i l  compo it ions vary w idely Cn-alkane, aromat ic 
and ashpalten ic compounds) depend ing on the sources of carbon, geologic 
env ironment, and reser o ir. Fig 4 .27, F ig.4.28 and Fig. 4 .29 shows GC-F I D  
chromatograms for s ix samples of o i l  spi l ls and s ixteen samples of coastal and marine 
sed iments ( Wang et a I . ,  2004).  With in  a l l  the tudied GC fingerprints, the dominant 
peaks occurred main ly at C29 and C3 1 for most coastal stat ions. The dominant peaks 
for the marine sed i ments occurred at C30, C28, and C34• The C30 and C32 are the most 
dominant peaks for the o i l  spi l l  sample , which indicate m arine o i l  spi l l  sources 
( Mede i ros et a I . ,  2005 ) .  
4.4. 1 < Cu % ratio ("LCl2-Cn/ total n-alkanes): the short-chain (C< 24) n - alkanes 
profile is relat ively 10\ at a l l  stations ind icat ing petrogenic sources. I n  contrast, the 
long - chain (C>25)  n-alkanes profi les occurred in  variable concentrat ions at most 
coastal sed iments from KH I to KH 1 2  (Table 4 .6) .  These long chain compounds are 
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characterized by dom inant peak at 3 1  and h igh odd to e en carbon number 
preference Pl  ( Medei r  s et a I . ,  2005) .  
4.4.2 n- C'6 ratio (I (ofol n-olkal1esln-C,6) :  th is  rat io tends to be sma l l  < 50 for 
petroleum contaminated amp Jes, wh i le it i s  > 50 for biogenical ly contaminated 
ample ( ommendatore and Esteves, 2003 ) .  W ith in  the study area, mo t stat ions 
ind icate more petr gen ic rather than biogenic contribution of hydrocarbons 
ontam inant except ion two tations \ ere recorded more than (> 50), which ind icted 
biogenic pol lu t ion at K H2 (68.44) for coa tal ed iment and S2 (209.9) for marine 
d iment (Table 4 .6). 
4.4.3 alk terr % ratio {( C2�C29+C31+C33) I (otal ll - alkanes). The percentage of the 
mo t abundant n - a lkanes re lated to biogenic terrestr ial  sources are (C27, C29, C3 1 , and 
C33) and referred here as a l ktcrr ( Mede iros at e l . , 2005). Wi th in  the study area, a lktcrr 
ha low al ues at a lmost a l l  coasta l and marine stations. It ranges from 0.05 % to 0.45 
% for marine and coastal sed iments respect ively (Table 4 .6) .  Th is  may ind icate mu l t i -
ource contam inants for the study area ( the harbor of Fuja irah and Kborfakkan ) .  
4.4.4 Carbon preference index (CPI) : the CPI  has been a usefu l  parameter for 
est imat ing  biogen ic or anthropogenic contributions si nce i t  was fIrst put forward . The 
n - a lkanes from h igher p lants waxes show a pronounced odd carbon number 
preference. wh i le  foss i l  fue l  and microbial hydrocarbons exh ib i t  CPI  ::::: 1 .  The carbon 
n umber ranges used for calcu lations are d i fferent among d ifferent researchers. In the 
present study, the CP I  for n - a lkanes was ca lcu lated as fol lows: CPI J  ( Whole rallge 
for II-alkalies) = I (CWC3S)1I (C WC36); C P I2 (Petrogellic II-alkalies) = I (Cn­
Cn)1I (Ct4-C24) and CPI3 (Higher plant wax n-alkanes) =I (C2S-C3S)1I (C26-C36) 
(Zhu et a I . ,  2004) .  Wi th in  the study area, the CPI 1 of coasta l  sed i ments samples was 
ranging from 0.89 to ] .35 ,  and i t ' s  vary from 0.5 to 1 .06 for the marine sed iments 
samples, reflecting sim i lar petrogenic sources of pol lut ion ratber than b iogenic.  The 
CPI2  for the coastal sed iments samples was ranging from 0 to 0. 89, wh i le for the 
marine sed i ments it was ranging from 0.6 to 0 .9 .  Thus, most CPlz  values were c losed 
to 1 that ind icated petrogenic sources rather than b iogenic sources. F ina l ly CPh 
val ues varied between 0 .8  to 1 .4 for coasta l  sed iments, wh i le it i s  ranged from 0.3 to 
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1 .3 G r the manne s d iment . ugge t ing h igher plants \-, axes as the predominant 
ouree far bta i ned n- a lkane range f the tud ied ample (Table - L6  & Fig. 4 . 26 ) .  
4.4.5 The pelrogellic Ibiogel1ic ratio : the  values > I ind icate petrogenic hydrocarbon 
input. but the biogen ic input h \\ a < I va lues (Colombo, et ai ,  2005a ) .  The 
pctrogenic Ibiogen ic rat io ha im portant ro le to explain the sources of n- a lkane from 
bio or petrogenic orig in .  At a l l  the tud ied talion , th is  rat io i ::::; I ,  \ h ich may reflect 
anthr pogen i (petrogen ic)  rather than biogen ic sources of n-al kanes. 0, spi l led o i l s  
near Fuja i rah and Kh rfakkan harbors have more contribut ion of hydrocarbon 
contam inant rather than biogen ic and land-based ources (Table 4 .6 & F ig. 4 .26 B) .  
The mapping h \ an i ncreasing trend of petrogenic source toward northern part of 
the i nve t igated area (F ig. 3 .25 ) which i s  coincident with t he marine currents in  that 
area ( -N). 
4.4.6 C} 7lPr (Il-C1 7lprisline) alld C,alPh (n-C/8lphytalle) : the e rat ios used to indicate 
m icrobial  degradation. B iodegradat ion for n-alkane are faster than those of Pr and Ph, 
therefore the lovy'er ind ice sugge ted the presence of degraded oil and the h igher 
a l ues i nd icate fre h o i l  i nput. A l l  stud ied coastal and marine samples have zero 
value except K H I (0 ,65)  t hat may reflect the leve l of biodegradat ion and the nat-ural 
c l i mate at t h i s  region ( h igh temperature and arid cond it ions most of the year) (Table 
4 .6) .  
4.4 .7  (prlPh) ratio Prista nelP byta ne:  values approaches c lose ::::; ] ind icate 
petroleum hydrocarbon sources wh i le val ues from 1 .4 to 6.7 ind icate biogenic 
hydrocarbons. The (PrlPh) rat io ha been propo ed as a measure of the redox 
potent ia l  of sed iments as wel l  as a way to i dent ify o i l  sp i l l  and tar ba l ls ( Pen a-Mendez 
et a I . ,  200 1 & Zhu et a I . ,  2005 ). 
The (PrlPh) rat io  for the stud ied samples ranged from 0 to 0.4 at KH2 for coa tal  
sed i ment., wh i le the value of  marine sed i ment sam ples ranged from 0. ) to 0 .8  (Table 
4.6), Thi s  rat io shows that b iodegradat ion was very h igh for coastal sed i ment , and 
was low for marine sed iments due to e lut ion of Pr and Ph from oil sp i l l  samples 
(Medeiros et aI., 2005) .  
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4.4 .8 The (TA Rlld ( C27+C29+CJ 1 )1 ( I S+C 1 7+C I9 ) :  the Ta rl lc rat io i the rat io 
bcl\\ ccn the concentrat ion of long chain  n - a l kane to hart chain n - a l kane . The 
"hort chain is  attri buted to p lankton or marine petrogen i sources, but the long chain 
indicate terre trial  'ources. When aq uat ic ourcc predom inate, the terrestria l  to 
aq uatic rat io (TA R)  decrease to a l ue f < I ( Fabbri et a 1 . ,  2005) .  
W ith in  the  tud)' area the  T R I le a l lies reported a t  Tab le  (4 .6 )  and depicted a t  F ig .  
(4 .26 ) .  Th is rat io i ranging from 0 to  59 .S3 .  The h ighest a lue occurs for the 
coa tal cd iment 'am ple at  K H  I ,  KH2, and K H S. But  for the marine edi ment 
sam ples, the value of T R I le i ranging from 3.9 to - . 1 at 1 ,  S2, and 3. AI a th i s  
rat io ind icate h igher concentTat ion of long cha in  a lkane than hOli chain,  \ h ich  
refl ects terrestr ia l  p lant source rather t han p lankton sources that derive fr m Fuja irah 
and K horfakkan harbor and other i ndustria l  act iv i t ies .  
4.4 .9  L HC/SHC (long chain hydrocarbon C27+C29+CJ I/ short chain hydrocarbon 
C 1 7+C I 9): th is  rat io used to inve t igate macrophyte and phytoplankton dom inated 
trend ( i l l iman and chelske, 2003) .  In the study area, L HC/S HC rat ios ranged from 
0.0 at most coa ta l  tat ion uch a 1 G B ,  K H4, K H 5 ,  K H6, K H 7, K H9, K H I O, KH I I , 
and K H 1 2  to 59 .S3 at ( KH I ) 1 3 . 1  at ( KH2) ,  and 1 9 . 1  at ( KHS) .  w h i le for the marine 
ediment sam ples, the val ue was from 3.9 at ( 3) to 6 . 7  at CS l ) . Th is  ind icates 
predom inance of long chain n - al kanes rather than short chain n- a l kanes. Th is may 
reflect petrogen ic source ( o i l  spi l l )  rather than b iogen ic ources (Tab le  4 .6 & F ig. 
4.26 D). 
4.4. 1 0  L HCITOC and SHCITOC ratio: the long chain  n- a lkanes are cons idered to be 
recalc itrant hydrocarbons that typica l ly res ist biodegradat ion, LHC to TOe. This rat io 
u ed to i nd icate the input of land derived organic matter. Short chain  n-a lkanes that 
stem from a lgae are more sens i t ive to b iodegradat ion than long � chain n- a l kanes. 
The rat io of S HC to TOC i used for th i s  study to denote phytoplankton input and to 
eval uate the extent  of m icrobial  degradation of organic matter. I t ' s  represented as: 
SHCITOC = ( C 1 7+C I 9)ITOe. ( S i l l iman and Sc helske, 2003 ). In the study area, 
L HCITOC rat io \ as ranged from 0 . 1 at ( KH 2 )  to 6 .S  at ( K H 7) for the coasta l  
sed iment sam ples, wh i le the concentration for the marine sed iments samples was 
ranging from 0. 1 at ( S2 )  to 0 . 5  at ( S l ) .  S HCITOC rat ios were ranged from 0.0 1 at 
7 1  
( K I 1 2 )  to 0.22 at ( K I 1 8 )  for the coa ta l  ed iment ample . W h i le the val ues for the 
marine ediment am ple'  \\ ere ranging from 0.0 I at  ( 2 )  to 0 .06 at  ( 1 ) . 
4A. l l C}t/"Cr, CJ/C} , CJ/C19 II -alkalies ratio : the e rat i s are given in Table  4 .6 .  
I t '  u cd to ident i f) urces of o i l  spi l l .  W i th in  the study area, th is  rat io i often 
dom inated b) tbe 3 1  and �9 that indi ate h i gher p lan! waxes rather than a lgae ( L i lt 
and Hung, 2005 ). 
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Table 4.6:  Total a l i phatic hydrocarbon and n-al kane concentrat ions, and selected a l iphatic d iagnostic criteria for the sed iments col lected in 





TARllc C < 24 petrogenicjbiogenic CPl.  CPI2 CPI3 alkanes terr 
KH l  Coastal 0.98 0 0 ·32 59·83 0.00486 6·3 1 1  1 .35 0.898 1 .43 
KH2 Coastal 0·95 68.44 0.36 13· 152 0.0029 2 0·938 0·7 0.98 
KH3 Coastal 0·99 0 0.449 0 0 0 1.03 0 1.079 
KH4 Coastal 1 .016 0 0.38 0 0.00 1025 0 0·92 0.536 0·95 
KH S Coastal 0·99 0 0.45 0 0 0 1 .06 0 1 .069 
KH 6  Coastal 0·99 0 0.449 0 0 0 1 .05 0 1 .057 
KH7 Coastal 0·99 0 0.44 0 0 0 1 .04 0 1 .04 
KH 8  Coastal 0·97 0 0·37 19·168 0.0078 4·53 0·95 0.87 0·969 
KH 9  Coastal 0·99 0 0.44 0 0 0 0·9 1 0 0·9 
KH 10 Coastal 0·99 0 0.42 0 0 0 0.89 0 0.8 
KH u  Coastal 0·99 0 0.38 0 0.00036 1 .008 0·95 0.4 0·99 
KH 12 Coastal 0·99 0 0.44 0 0 0 0·96 0 0·96 
S1 M arine 3·861  40.6 0.29 5. 105 0.24 4 · 1  1 .06 0.68 1 .27 
S2 Marine 4 . 198 209.9 0.056 5· 13 0.0446 4.08 1 .06 0.68 1 .2757 
S3 Marine 2.506 0 0.18 3·97 0.16 2 . 175 0·5 0·9 0.414 
Total n- a l kanes= I n-a lkanes ,T/C I6= (I total 11 -a lkanes/ I1-C I 6 ). a lk-terr= (C:27+C29+C3 1+C33)1 total n-alkanes, T ARnr (C27+C29+C3 1 )1 
( C I 5+C I 7+C I9) .  C< 24= (IC J 2-C231 tota l n-alkanes), petrogenic/biogenic= , CPl . = I (CWC35 )/L (CWC36), CPI2  = I (C wCn)/L (Cw 
C24), CPI3 =I (C2S-C35 )1L (C26-C36) 
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Cont. 
Stations Location C17/Pr C1s/ Ph Pr/Ph 
dominant 
LHC/SHC LHC/TOC SHC/TOC C3./C29 C3 ./C27 peak 
KH l Coastal 0 1 .538 0 C31,C30 59·83 1 .538 0.02;:;7 2 1 .98 23.8 
KH2 Coastal 0 0 0-489 C29,C30 13· 152 0. 138 0.01  0.8 2·314 
KH3 Coastal 0 0 0 C31,C30 0 1 .732 0 1 . 11 1 .6 
KH4 Coastal 0 0 0 C3J ,C30 0 2. 238 0 1 .05;:; 1.;:;19 
KHS Coastal 0 0 0 C31,C30 0 5. 157 0 1 . 171 1 .;:;8 
KH6 Coastal 0 0 0 C31 ,C30 0 0·945 0 1 . 1 1  1 .489 
KH 7  Coastal 0 0 0 C31 ,C30 0 6.839_ 0 1 .08 1 .466 
KH 8  Coastal 0 0 0 C31 ,C30 19. 168 4.282 0.223 1 .007 2 .208 
I KH9 Coastal 0 0 0 C32,C31 0 4 0 1 .45 2.05 




KH l l  Coastal 0 0 0 C31 ,C30 0 1 .4 0 1 .027 1 .407 
KH 1 2  Coastal 0 0 0 C31 ,C30 0 4-437 0 1 .077 1 .624 
S 1  Marine 4· 1 2  0.88 0 . 1 28 C29,C30,C31 6.716 0·5 0.06 0.056 0.057 
S2 Marine 4·2 0.857 0 . 1 25 C42,C43 6.25 0 . 109 0.0 1 27 0.0;:;6 0.0566 
S3 Marine 0 0 0.87 C28 3·97 0.28 0.01 0.7;:; 0.7s8 
CI7IPr= C l 7/prist ine, C1slPh= C 1 s/phytane, PrIPh= Prastanel Phytane, dominant peak, LHC/SHC= (C27+C29+C3 1 )  / (C I7+C I 9), 


















F ig. 4.24: Distribut ion of Total n- alkanes in the investigated area. 
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F ig_ 4.26: A. Concentration of carbon preference index CPI in i nvestigated areas. B. 
Concentration of petrogen icl biogen ic ratio. C.  Concentration of TARHC 
ratio. D. concentration of LHC/SHC ratio  in the study area. 
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F ig. 4 .27:  Distribution of i nd iv idual n-alkanes in mari ne sed iment samples of eastern 
side of the UAE.  
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4.5 Polychlorinated biphenyls ( PC Bs) 
The data obta ined for determ ination of total P B i n  the ea tern ide of U 
( Kh rfakkan, Fuja irah and Kalba )  ed iment are i l l u trates in Table 4.7 .  TPCBs 
val ues range ben eell 0.060 mglkg to 0 . 1 45 mg/kg. The m in imum va lue \\ as recorded 
at tat i n K H9, and K H  1 2 , \\ herea the max imum alue \ as provided by stat ion 
K 1 14, \\ i th an average f 0. 1 04 mg/kg and . 0  of 0.03. The percentage of TPCB in 
tat i n con t itute I 0 0 from an vera l l  PC B va lue in  sediment ( Fig. 3 .3 1 ), wh i le 
F ig. 3 .30 demonstrate the d i  tr ibut ion of TPCBs i n  the study area. The d i  tr ibution 
map of tota l P Iych lori nated biphen Is  showed that increases to\ ards northeastern 
part f the stud) area around K H  1 ,  K H2 ,  K H3,  and KH4 stations (F ig  .3 .32 ).General 
observat ion on the detected ind iv idual PCBs  in eastern side of the U .A .E  (Table 4 .8)  
howed that  PCB 1 95 provided the h ighest values of PCBs congeners, except for 
PCB. 209.206, 1 80, and 1 28 shO\ ed l i m i ted d i stribut ion i n  eastern s ide and the 
detected compound a l  0 were found in l i m ited stat ions. 
4.5. 1 PCB8 
The concentrat ion of PCBS was 20 �glkg. Th i  substance was detected only in  n ine 
stat ion wh ich are K H I .  K H2, K H3 KH5 ,  K H6, KHS, KH9, K H I O, and KH l l  of the 
tudy area. The value wa the same in a l l  station (Table 4 . S  & F ig. 4 .33 A ). 
4 . 5 . 2  PCB 18 
Th i s  compound was detected j u  t i n  e ight stat ions wh ich  are K H  1 ,  KH2 ,  KH3,  KH 5, 
KH6, K HS.  K H 1 1 , and K H 1 2 . The value of 20 � glkg reported in  a l l  stations (Table 
4 .S  & Fig. 4 .33 B) .  The d istribution map of PCB I S  shows an i ncreasing trend 
towards the southern and northern parts of the study area around K H 8, KH 1 0, KH 1 1 , 
and K H 1 2  stations ( F igA.34) .  
4.5.3 PCB28 
Thi compound wa found only in two stat ions ( Kh5, and KH 6) in  Fujairah of the 
stud) area. Th is  concentrat ion was 0. 1 5  � glkg recorded at all stations (Table 4.S & 
Fig .  4 .33 C) .  
8 1  
4 · 5 .4 PCB 52 
Th is  c mp und wa detected .i u  t in  s i .  tati n wh ich are K H  I ,  K H2, K H3,  K H4, 
K I I I O, and KH I I  in  Khorfakkan and Kalba. The value of 1 5�gfkg; reported in a l l  
tation Crable 4 . 8  & Fig. 4 . 33  D) .  The d istri but ion map of P 852 shows an 
increa ing trend toward the northern part f the study area around K H  1 ,  KH2, K H3,  
K 1-14, and K I I I O  tat ion ( F igA.35 ) .  
4. 5 · 5 PCB44 
Thi compound \ a detected just in t vvo stations ( K H4, and KH7)  in K horfakkan and 
Fuja i rah. The va l ue of 1 5  m gfkg; reported in the e two tations (Table 4 .8  & Fig .  4 .33 
) . 
4 . 5 . 6  PCB66 
Thi compound wa recorded only in ele en stat ions which are KH I ,  KH2 ,  KH3,  KH 
4.  KH5. K H6. K H 8. KH9, K H I O, K H I I , and KH I 2 . The value of  10  �.gfkg reported 
at a l l  station (Table 4 .8  & F ig. 4 .33  F ) .  The d i  tr ibution map of PC866 hows an 
i ncrea ing trend to\\ ards the northern and southern parts of the study area ( F ig.4.36) .  
4.5.7 PCB 1 0 l  
Th i s  compound \ as recorded only i n  n ine stat ions which are K H  I ,  K H2, K H3, KH 4, 
K H 7, K H9, KH l O. K H l l ,  and K H 1 2 . The concentrat ion was I S  �g/kg at a l l  stat ions 
(Table  4.8 & Fig .  4.33 G) .  The d i str ibut ion map of PC B I O I shows an increas ing trend 
towards the northern part of the study area around .KH 1 ,  KH2 KH 1 1 . and K H  1 2  
stat ions (F ig.4 .37) .  
4 . 5 . 8  PCB77 
Th i s  compound was recorded only in four stat ions wh ich are KH l ,  KH4, K H 7, and 
K H I O. The detected concentrat ion was 20 Ilg/kg ( Table 4 .8  & Fig. 3 .30 H ) .  
4 . 5 . 9  PCB 1 1 8  
Thi s  compound was recorded only i n  four stations ( K H l ,  K H4, KH7, and KH I O ) w ith 
very 10\\ concentration of I S  )lg/kg (Table 4 .8  & F ig. 4 .33  1 ) .  
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4. 5 . 1 0  PCB 1 05 
1 h i s  c m pound \ a rec rd d only in s ix tation ( K H4, KH5 ,  K H6, KH8, KH9, and 
KI I I  0) \\ i th \ cr) 10\\ concentrat ion of 1 5flgfkg (Table 4.8 and F ig. 4 .33 J ) .  
4. 5 . 1 1  PCB 1 3 8  
Thi. comp und \\ a found onl) in even stat i  n w h ich are K F- 12, K H4, KH6, K H 7, 
K 1 I8 ,  K I I I O, and K H I 2 . The con entration wa 1 5  flglkg at a l l  stat ion (Table 4 .8  & 
F ig. 4 .33 K ) .  
4 . 5 . 1 2  PCB 1 87 
Th i compound \\ as found only in  one tation KH3 in Khor Fakkan v i th ver) low 
c ncentration of 1 5  flglkg (Table 4 .8  & Fig.  4 .33 L).  
4 .5 . 13 PCB 1 70 
Thi substance was recorded in t\ 0 stations ( KH 3  and K H6)  in Khorfakkan and 
Fuja i rah . The va l ue was 20 �lglkg at a l l  stat ion (Table 4.8 & F ig. 4.33 M) .  
4 . 5 . 1 4  PCB 1 95 
Thi compound was found i n  fi ve stat ions ( KH 3, KH4, K H6, K H8, and K H 1 1 ) with 
ery high concentration of  25  flglkg (Table 4.8 & F ig. 4 .33  N ) .  The d istribution map 
of PCB 1 95 hows an increasing trend towards the northern part of the study area 
around K H3 and KH4  stations (F ig.4 .38 ). 
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Table 4 .7 :  oncentrat ions of tota l polych lorinated biphenyls (TPeBs mg/kg) in  
ea tern ide of U.A.E.  
Stations TPCBs (mg/kg) 
KH l  0. 1 15 
KH2 0.095 
KH3 0 . 140 
KH4 0 . 145 
KHS 0.080 
KH6 0 . 140 
KH7 0.080 
KH8 0. 105 
KH9 0.060 
KHI0 0. 125 
KH 1 1  0. 105 
KH 1 2  0.060 
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Fig. 4.30:  Concentrat ions of Polych lorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) mglkg in the studied 
stat ions. 
Tota l PCBs m g/kg 
o KH1 • KH2 0 KH3 0 KH4 • KH5 0 KH6 • KH7 0 KH8 • KH9 • KH 1 0  0 KH1 1  Cl K H 1 2  
Fig. 4.3 1 :  Pie Diagram of Polych lorinated B iphenyls (PCBs) in  the studied 
stations. 
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Fig. 4.32 :  Distribution map of total polychlorinated b iphenyls TPeBs 
(mglkg) in  the stud ied stat ions. 
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Tab le 4 .8 :  Concentrat ions of i n d i v idual  Polych lorinated B iphenyls (PC Bs Il g/kg) i n  the eastern s ide of the U.A.E.  
(I) 
� QO QO ell � \0 � (::: QO tt:> co l'- Q tt:> � QO Q � Q .;:( QO l'- 0'1 U 0 � ell tt:> \0 � � '1"'4 '1"'4 '1"'4 � � '.0 e � e � � = e = � = = = = = ca !S � u u u u u u u u u u u � � � � � � .... rJ:J � � � � � � � � ! 
KH l  20 20 ND 15 ND 10 15 20 15 ND NO ND ND NO 1 15 
KH2 20 20 NO 15 NO 10 15 ND ND ND 15 ND NO NO 95 
KH3 20 20 ND 15 ND 10 15 ND ND ND ND 15 20 25 140 
KH4 NO ND N D  15  15 10 15 20 15 15 15 NO NO 25 145 
KHS 20 20 15 ND NO 10 NO ND ND 15 NO ND ND NO 80 
KH6 20 20 15 NO ND 10 ND NO ND 15 15 NO 20 25 140 
KH7 ND ND ND ND 15 ND 15 20 15 NO 15 NO NO NO 80 
KH8 20 20 NO NO ND 10 NO NO NO 15 15 NO ND 25 105 
KH9 20 NO NO ND NO 10 15 NO NO 15 NO NO NO NO 60 
KHIO 20 NO NO 15 NO 10 15 20 15 15 15 NO NO NO 125 
KH l l  20 20 NO 15 NO 10 15 NO NO ND ND NO NO 25 105 
KH12 NO 20 NO NO NO 10 15 NO NO NO 15 NO NO NO 60 
N D =  Not Detected average 104· 1 6  
S . D  30.06 
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Fig. 4.34: Distribution map of PCB 1 8  Ilg/kg in  eastern side of UAE.  
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Fig .  4 .35:  Distribution map of PCB 52 Ilg/kg in eastern side of UAE.  
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F ig. 4 .36 :  Distr ibut ion map of PCB66 Ilg/kg in  eastern s ide of UAE. 
F ig. 4 .37 :  D i str ibution map of PC B I O I  Ilg/kg in  eastern s ide of UAE.  
9 1  
Fig. 4.3 8 :  Distribution map of PCB ] 95 f.lglkg in  eastern side of UAE.  
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4 . 6  Tota l Petroleu m Hydroca rbons (TP H )  
Total petroleum hydrocarbons are defi ned as a group o f  chem ica l  compounds that 
amc from crude oi I .  fhe spectr photmet i rc mea urement of eastern side of .A .E 
(Table 4 .9)  demon trated that the c ncentration of total petroleum hydrocarbons 
(TPI l )  vary w idel) among the d i fferent tation . The a lues of TPH range from 9 1  
mg/kg to 282 mg/kg. with an average of 1 56 .06 mg/kg and . 0  of 57 .55 .  I t  is worthy 
to note that tat ion K H 7  howed a ery h igh leve l of TPI I ( F ig. 4 .39 ), whereas a very 
10\\ le\ c l  w as recorded at station K H I and other stations showed moderate to h ighly 
Ie e l  of TPH. The percentage of TPH for eastern side of U .A .E i s  demon trated at 
K H 7  ( 1 1 %) and at K H4 ( 1 0 %) of TPH value, but the low percentage can occur at 
K I  I I ,  K H6, and K l t 8  (4 %) of the TPH va lue (F ig. 4 .40) .  For marine sed iments. the 
h ighe t a lue of TPH \-Vas 1 29 mglkg recorded at S3 station i n  which low 
concentration w a  t 1 1  mg/kg recorded at S2 stat ion. The d i str ibution map showed 
that TPH in eastern s ide sed iment is concentrated in the northern part of the study 
are� \\ h ich  may reflect a heavi Iy pol l u ted area around KH 1 ,  KH2 , K H3, and K H4 
tations of Khorfakkan ( F ig. 4 .4 1 ) . 
Accord ing  the M assoud et a l . .  t 996 c lass ificat ion the present data of  TPH recorded 
heav i ly to moderately pol l utant areas. For instant only K H4 ( Khorfakkan), KH7 
( F uja i rah )  and K H9 ( Ka lba )  have been attai ned the heav i ly  pol l utant areas. The rest of 
coastal sed iments are described as moderate ly pol l uted areas. Marine sediments (S l ,  
S2 and 3 )  a lso described as moderately pol l uted areas. A lthough, the present data of 
TPH in  eastern coast of UAE recorded h i gher vales than western cost done by Shridah 
et a I . ,  ( 1 988) .  The average TPH is 1 56.06 m g/kg, wh ich is low t han previous studies 
in coastal sediments of Dubai done by A I - Darw ish, 2004. 
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Table 4.9: Concentration of Total Petroleum H drocarbon TPH (mglkg) in  coa tal 
and marine ed iments. 
Stations locality TPH mgjkg 
KHl coastal 9 1  
KH2 Coastal 177 
KH3 Coastal 191  
KlI4 Coastal 227 
KH5 Coastal 155 
KH6 coastal 93 
KH7 Coastal 282 
KH8 Coastal 93 
KH9 Coastal 235 
KHI0 Coastal 168 
KHu Coastal 146 
KH1 2  Coastal 123 
Sl Marine 120 
S2 Marine I I I  
S3 Marine 129 
156.06 
average ± 
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F ig. 4.4 1 :  The d i stribution map of Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons TPH (mg/kg) in the 
eastern ide of UAE. 
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4·7 Total Orga nic Carbon (TOC wt %) 
1 hc total organic carbon a l ue  ind icates the um of organi carbon and represents a 
measure for a l l  organic sub tance i n  sed iments. Table 4 . 1 0  i l l ustrates the data 
obtai ned from determ ination of organic carbon in i nvest igat ion area. The 
concentrat ion of T vary b tween 0.028 % to 0 .7 1 % with an a erage of 0.63, and 
standard deviat ion of 0 .83 .  Most tations howed 10\ concentration of TO alue 
ex epted K H2 , 1 ,  2,  and 3 tations. The ariat ion in  TOe concentration \\ a 
plotted in F ig .  (4 .42), whi le the percentage of TO at d i fferent stat ions of the stud) 
ar a i demon trated in F ig .  (4 .43) .  The mapping survey was used to show the 
di tr ibut ion of  TOe in samp l i ng station sed iments ( F ig. 4 .44), which mo t stat ions 
J10\\ fev. oncentrat ion of TOe whereas the increas ing of TOe observed in the 
northern part around KH2 ( Khorfakkan) .  These increa es may reflect the sources of 
pol l ut ion such a agr icul ture act iv i t ies and fert i l izers. 
The m erage TOe % was 0.6 % v. h ich  is moderates value than prev ious stud ie in the 
regi n (A I  Ghadban, 1 994).  The pre ent data show h igher val ues of TOe % (0 . 1 0  % 
(0 0.39 %) than prev ious stud ies done by Tolosa et a i ,  (2005 ) .  A l though the present 
tudy of Toe % in eastern coast ind icate h igh value than western coast induc ing Ras 
I -Khaimah,  Umm AI -Quwa in, Sharj ah and Abu Dhabi (Shriadah et a I . ,  1 998) .  The 
a\ erage TOe is 0.63 %, which is low than prev ious studies in coastal sed iments of 
Dubai  done by AI- Darwish,  2004. 
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Table 4. 1 0 : Concentrat ions or Total Organic Carbon (TOC w1 %) in each stat ion of 
ca tern ide of .A.  E. 
Stations locality TOC wt %  
KH l  coastal 0.20 
KH2 coastal 2 . 18  
KH3 coastal 0.22 
KILt coastal 0.15 
KH5 coastal 0.07 
KH6 coastal 0·38 
KH7 coastal 0.05 
KH8 coastal 0.06 
KH9 coastal 0.07 
KH 1 0  coastal 0.31  
KH l l  coastal 0.21  
KH 1 2  coastal 0 .08 
Sl marine 2 . 16 
S2 marine 2 . 1 1  
S3 marine 1 .22 
Average ± 0.635 
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Fig. 4.43 : Pie D iagram of Total Organ ic  Carbon (TOe wt %) in the studied stations. 
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Fig. 4.44: D istribution map of total organ ic hydrocarbon (TOe wt %) in the eastern 
s ide of UAE. 
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4·8 Total  Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN ) 
TK , tands for tota l kje ldah l n it rogen. which i the um of ammonia ( I l l )  and 
organic n i trogen. ccord ing to measurement of TK in sam pling sed iment (Table 
4 . 1 1 )  the alue hawed dra t ic  fluctuation with in a range frol11 83.8 mg/kg to 1 ,443 
mg g. The rna. i mum value \Va reported at tation KJ-I6. whereas tation K H2 
pro\ ided a ec nd h ighe t concentrat ion \\ i th 825 mg/kg. The m in i mum 
concentration \\ a recorded at tat ion K H 8 wi th an 0 era l l  average of 35 7.05 mglkg, 
and .0 of 43 7.393 . The variat ion in TKN val ue wa i l l ustrated in  F ig. (4 ,45) ,  v" h i le 
F ig. 4 .46 d monstrates the percentage of TKN in  each stat ion. H igh percentage of 
TK recorded at KH6 \ i th 28  %, but the low percentage reported at KH 8, KH9, 
K H I O. KH I 1 ,  and K I I l 2  wi th  2 %. The d i str ibut ion map showed that the TKN for 
ea tern ide of UAE ediment i concentrated in  the southern part of the tud area 
around K H5 ,  K H6, and K H8,  which reflected anthropogenic sources such as 
indu tr ial  act i  i t ie  and agricu lture act iv i t ies ( fert i l izer) (F ig. 4.47) .  
TK data for the stud ied sed iments showed h igher concentrat ion compared to  the 
maximum alue (300 f..!g/g) suggested by a l loway et a l .  ( 1 993) .  On ly six coastal 
ediment tations ( K H 7  to K H 1 2 ) have been ach ieved the previous leve l .  ed iments 
of KH6  and KH2 stations atta ined the h ighest leve ls  1 443 and 825 f..!g/g re pect ive ly. 
\\ h ich  repre ent 4 . 80 - 2 .75 t imes h igher than the upper perm issible leve l .  Marine 
ediments stations " ere ranged from 722 f..!,g/g at 3 to 782 f..!,g/g at 2 ,  \", h ich 
represent from 2.4 to 2.6 t imes h igher than background value. H igh concentration of 
TK for coastal and marine stat ions reflected important anthropogenic sources that 
d i scharge to t hese areas such as human wastes, l ivestock, runoff of fert i l izers and 
mun ic ipa l sewage t reatment fac i l i t ies, In add i t ion to t he total petroleum hydrocarbons. 
It i important here to mention t he Redfield rat io in marine sediments (carbon: 
n it rogen:  phosphorus) .  That represents t he average atom ic rat ios of C :  N :  P ( 1 06 : 1 6: 1  
respect ive ly)  in  marine phytoplankton ( EI-Sabrout i  et at . ,  1 990). The rat io of C:  N in  
the  study area shows tha t  a l l  stud ied sedi ments have pos i t ive deviation from the 
Red field rat io except for K H6, K H 7, and KH9 with rat io of 2 .6, 1 . 89 and 5 .38  
respect i  e ly, wh ic h  reflected sharp negative deviat ion. The KH2 .  KH l O S 1 ,  and 2 
\" ith ratios of 26.4, 24.6, 28 .9, and 26.9 respect ively wh ich KH l l ,  and S3 have rat io 
of 1 6 . 1 5 , and 1 6 .8,  exh ib i ted sharp pos i t ive deviation from the Red field . 
1 0 1  
The harp dev iat i  n from the Redfield rat io at K H6, v. h ich has the h ighe t value of 
TK ( 1 443 Ilg/g) and re lat i \ e ly low level of TOe (3800 Ilg/g) cou ld be attributed to 
preferent ia l  o>.. idat ion of carbon than n i tr gen (£ 1 - abrout i  et at . ,  1 990). The sharp 
de iation at K H2. l ,  2, and J, which have the h igh a l LIes of TOe (2 1 800 Ilg/g. 
2 1 600 �lg/g, 2 1 1 00 Ilg/g, and 1 2200 Ilg/g respect ively ) and h igh TK val ue (825  
Ilg/g. 747 �lg/g, 782 Ilg/g. and 722 Ilg/g re pect ively) lead to  produce h igh rat io. The 
dev iati n from the Redfield rat io at K H8, K l -i 1 0. KH 1 1 , and KH 1 2, where Toe va lue 
i re lati e ly low (600 Ilg/g, .., 1 00 Ilglg, 2 1 00 Ilg/g, and 800 Ilg/g) and a lso the TK 
value i low (83 . 8  Ilg/g, 1 26 Ilg/g, 1 30 Ilg/g, and 1 03 Ilg/g) , which produced h igh 
rat io  (Table 4 . 1 2 ) .  These rat ios may be a lso attributed to the variab i l ity in  the 
elemental compo it ion of phytoplankton and zooplankton and lor h ighly terrestrial 
input (E l-Sabrouti et at . ,  1 990). H igh leve ls  of TKN at KH2, KH6, S 1 ,  S2, and S3 are 
re lated \\ i th land ba ed d i  charge. As  i t ' s  wel l  known that the main sources of 
nutr ient enr ichment are the fert i l izers. The average TKN is 357 mg/kg, which is low 
than perv iou stud ies in coa tal sediments of Dubai done by AI- Darw ish, 2004. 
F igure 4 .48 exhib i t  negat ive correlation between T KN and TPH (r = -0.36); and 
po i t ive corre lation ben een TKN and TOe (r = 0.6) .  It is worthy to note that in  the 
pre ent study TPH and TOe have the same trend of i ncrease toward the northern parts 
except for TKN ha another trend of i ncrease toward the southern parts of the stud ied 
area ( fig. 4 .49). 
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fable 4. 1 1 : Concentration of Total Kjeldahl itrogen (TK mg/kg) in  the studied 
tat ion . 
Stations Locality TKN (mg/kg) 
Kh1 coastal ND 
Kh2 Coa tal 825 
Kh3 Coastal ND 
Kh4 Coastal ND 
Kh5 Coastal N D  
Kh6 Coastal 1443 
Kh7 Coastal 264 
Kh8 Coastal 83·8 
Kh9 Coastal 130 
Khl 0  Coastal 126 
Khu Coastal 130 
Kh1 2  coastal 103 
8 1  Marine 747 
S2 marine 782 
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F ig. 4 .47:  D istribution map of Total Kje ldahl  N itrogen (TKN mg/kg) in the eastern 
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Fig. 4 .48 :  Scatter p lot showing the re lat ionsh ip between Toe and TKN and TPH with 
TKN in  the study area. 
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rable 4 . 1 2 : Rat io of carbon to n i trogen for the stud ied amples. 
Stations Locality TOe TKN 
(mg/kg) (mg/kg) e/N 
KH 1  
Coastal 2100 Nd -
KH2 
Coastal 21800 825 26·4 
KH3 
Coastal 2200 Nd 
KH4 
Coastal 1500 Nd -
KHS Coastal 700 Nd -
KH6 
Coastal 3800 1443 2.6 
KH7 
Coastal soo 264 1 .89 
KH8 
Coastal 600 83·8 7.15 
KH9 
Coastal 5·38 700 130 
KH 1 0  
Coastal 3100 126 24.6 
KH l l  
Coastal 2 100 130 16 . 15 
KH12 
Coastal 800 103 7.76 
S-l M arine 21600 28·9 747 
S-2 Marine 782 26·9 2 1 100 
S-3 Marine 1 2200 722 16.89 
Toe (mglkg) = tota l organic carbon, TKN (mglkg) = total Kje \dahl N itrogen, e/N= 
total organ ic carbon / total Kjeldahl N itrogen 
Ilg/ g = mg/kg 
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area. 
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4.9 Heavy M etals 
inc trace lemcnt ha\ c been analy e in  th i <;  tud) i .e. Cd, Co, Cr, Cu ,  Mn, i ,  Pb . 
. and Zn. Tab le 4 . 1 3  hO\ the resul ts  of the trace e lements concentration "" h ich 
obta ined farm the stud) area ampl ing stat ions. The h ighe t concentrat ion detected 
\\ a for i and !J n \V i th an av rage amount of 398.4 m g/kg and 1 9 1 .4 mg/kg 
re pect i \ e l  , \\ h ich re flected o i l  contam inate of the study area sediment . On the 
other hand, d ha the low est oncentrat ion with an average of 0.24 mg/kg. 
4.9 . 1 Cd 
The value of  cadm ium shov. ed very low concentration; ranged from 0.09 mglkg at 
KH2 to 0.42 mglkg at K H 9  and a average value of 0.24 mg/kg and S .D 0. 1 ( F ig. 4 .S0 
A) .  Therefore. cadm ium a lues i n  ea tern side sed iment coastal and marine could be 
ign red .  The d i  tr ibut ion map shm: s an i ncreasing trend towards southern part of the 
tudy area ( F ig. 4 .S I ) . The Cd a erage i n  the tudy area is low compared to previous 
tudies in  the region (Table 2 .6) .  
4 . 9 . 2  Co 
The alue of coupled vary moderate among stat ions, with in a range from 9.6 mg/kg 
at S3 and 1 to 28 .7  mglkg at K. H 8  and a average value of 2 1 .4 mglkg and S.D 7.9 
( F ig .  4.S0 B) .  The d i str ibut ion map shO\ s an i ncreasing trend towards southern part 
of the study area around K H S  to K H 1 2  stat ions ( Fuja irah and Ka lba) ( F ig.  4 .S2) .  The 
Co average in the study area is h igh compared to previous stud ies in the region (Table 
2 .6) .  
4.9.3 Cr 
The values of chrom ium vary w idely among stat ions; w i t h i n  a range from 30.2 m glkg 
at KH2 to 1 27 mg/kg at K H 8  wi th  average value 79.4 mg/kg and .D 40.S ( F ig. 4 .S0 
C). The d istr ibut ion map shows an i ncreasing trend towards southern part of the study 
area around K H S  to K H  1 2  stat ion (Fuja i rah and Kalba) ( F ig. 4 .S3) .  The Cr average 
i n  t he study area i s  h igh compared to prev ious stud ies in the region (Table 2.6). 
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4.9.4 eu 
opper y a lue' ho\\ 10\\ abundance, \\ i th in  a range from 2 . 1 8  mglkg to 1 0 .7 mglkg. 
' 1 he max imum value \\ as recorded at tations KH6,  and KH7 in Fuja i rah, whereas 
stat ion KH4 for Khorfakkan has the min i mum values \\ i th average a lue 6.8 mg/kg 
and ' . 0  2.8  ( F ig. 4 .50  D). The d i  tribution map show an  increa i ng  trend towards 
. outh rn part of the study area around KH5  to K H I 2  station ( Fujairah and Kalba) 
( F ig. 4 . 54) .  The u a erage i n  the tud area i h igh compared to previou tudie in 
the regi n (Table 2.6) .  
4.9.5 M n  
The Mangane e va lue ranged from 1 07 mg/kg to 289 mg/kg. The maximum value of 
1n  found at tation K H 8  for Fuja irah and the m in imum value found at K H2 stat ion 
\\ ith a erage alue 1 9 1 .4 mg/kg and S .D  68.08 ( F ig. 4 .50 ) .  The d istribut ion map 
how an i ncrea ing trend toward outhern part of the study area around KH5 to 
K H  1 2  tat ion ( F uja i rah and Kalba) ( Fig. 4 . 55 ). The Ml1 average in the study area is 
10\\ compared to prev ious studies in  the region (Table 2.6) .  
4.9.6 N i  
[ ickel  a l ue vary \ i dely among stat ions, w ith in a range from 1 70 mg/kg to 59 1 
mg/kg w ith average value 398.4 mglkg and S .D 1 56. 1 4  ( F ig. 4 .50 F) .  The maximum 
value \\Ia recorded at coasta l stations KH8 for Fuja irah. The min imum values were 
reported at marine ed iments S 1 ,  S2, and S3.  The d istribut ion map shows an 
increasing trend toward southern and northern parts of the study area ( F ig. 4.56) .  The 
i a erage in the study area i s  h igh compared to previous stud ies in the region (Table 
2.6). 
4.9. 7 Ph 
Lead a lues ranged from 0 .7mglkg to 6.65 mg/kg with average 2.4 mg/kg and . 0  
I A(F ig. 4 .50 G ) .  The maximum value was found at stat ion KH 1 2, whereas the 
m in imum val ues were reported at KH3,  and K H4.  The d istribut ion map shows an 
increasing t rend around K H 8  to K H 1 2  stat ions ( Fuja irah and Kalba) (F ig .  4 .57). The 
Pb average in the study area i s  h igh compared to prev ious stud ies in the region (Table 
2 .6) .  
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anad i u m  v a lue ranged from 6.92 mglkg to 36.3 mglkg \ i th a erage a lue 1 8 .29 
mg/kg and .0 8 .8  ( F ig. 4 . 50  I I ) .  The maximum alue w a  recorded at stat ion KH5 ,  
\\ herea the  m in imum alues are found a t  K 1 l 4 .  The d i  tribut ion map sho\\ s an 
increa ing trend to\\ ard <;outhern part of t he study area ( Fujairah and Kalba) ( F ig. 
4 . 58) .  Th a erage in the tudJ area i 10\\ compared to prev ious tudie in the 
region (Table _ .6) .  
4.9.9 Zn 
Zinc v al ue ranged fr m 7.7 l11g1kg to 23 .5  m g/kg w i th average value 1 1 5 . 8  mg/kg 
and . 0 4.9 ( F ig .  4 .50 1 ) . The max imum value \Va reported at stat ion KH6, whereas 
the m in imum a l u  \ ere found at KH2 . The d istribut ion map shows an increasing 
trend to\\ ard northern part of the study area (Kh  rfakkan ) ( F ig. 4 . 59) .  The Zn average 
in t he t ud ' area i h igh compared to previous studies in the region (Table 2.6) .  
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Table 4. 1 3 : Concentra t i ons  or heavy m eta l s  (mg/kg) i n  the stud ied stations. 
Stations Cd Co Cr Cu Mn Ni  Ph V Zn 
KHl 0. 17  16.7 54·9 4.71 128 296 3·34 18·3 1 1 .7 
KH2 0.09 14·4 30.2 2.96 107 246 2.87 15·5 7·74 
KH3 0 . 1 1  15 · 1 42.9 3·6 1 14 285 0·73 7.56 8·48 
KH4 0. 19  25·7 3 1 ·7 2 . 1 8  178 5 17 0·78 6.92 12·7 
KH5 0·3 1 28.2 108 9·61  250 502 2 . 1  36·3 20·3 
KH6 0.28 23·4 97 10·7 23 1 413 2·53 29· 1  23·5 
KH7 0.27 27·9 122 10 246 482 3.66 27·4 1 8 . 1  
KH8 0·34 3 1 . 6  1 27 9.24 289 591  1 .78 24· 1 20·4 
KH9 0·42 28·7 1 18 8·3 255 556 2·56 19·5 19.2 
KHI0 0·34 26.6 1 23 8·74 246 523 1 · 7  21 .6  19·6 
KH1 1  0.29 25· 1 1 15 8 ·42 235 5 10 2. 14 19·8 20·9 
KH1 2  0·34 28·5 1 12 8 ·96 249 538 6.65 2 1 .3 1 8·5 
8-1 0 . 1 5  9·67 36.8 5 . 14  1 13 171  1 .95 9·23 12.2 
8-2 0 . 1 5  9·84 36.4 5.2 1 15 176 1 .98 8.73 12·7 
8-3 0.14 9.64 36·7 4·88 1 15 170 1 . 89 9.05 12 
average 0.24 2 1 ·4 79·44 6.843 191 ·4 398.4 2·4 18.29 15·87 
8. D 0 . 1  '7.927 40·57 2.832 68.08 156. 14 1 .41  8.835 4·98 
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Fig. 4.50:  H i stograms  representing concentrations of trace e lements (mg/kg) i n  
eastern s ide of UAE. 
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Fig. 4 .5 1 :  Distribution map of Cd ( mg/kg) in  eastern side of UAE. 
F ig. 4.52:  Distribut ion map of Co (mglkg) in  eastern side of UAE. 
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Fig. 4 .5 3 :  Distr ibution map ofCr (mglkg) i n  eastern side of UAE. 















Fig. 4.54:  Distribution map ofCu (mg/kg) in  eastern s ide of UAE. 
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Fig. 4.56:  Distr ibution map of N i  (mglkg) i n  eastern side of UAE. 




Fig. 4 .57 :  Distr ibut ion map of Pb (mg/kg) in  eastern s ide of UAE. 
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Fig. 4 .58 :  Distr ibut ion map of V (mg/kg) in  eastern side of UAE. 
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Fig. 4.59: Distribution map of Zn (mg/kg) in eastern s ide of UAE. 
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4. 1 0  Statistica l ana lysis 
Dendrogram is an appeal ing meth d of d i  play ing re lat ion h i ps betw en mul t i variate 
object . The c lo  est re lation h ip' are between neare t object . L inkage refers to ho\\ 
th di tance bet\\ een an object and a c l uster, or between t\ 0 c lusters ( as opposed to 
t\\ O ind iv idual  objects) i mea ured . ingle l i nkage reflects the s im i larity of  the t\ 0 
im i larit) mea Lire and l i nkage method affect the appearance of the resu lt ing 
dendrogram.  The 1110 t-widely u ed parameter for mea uring d istance are the 
orr lat i  n coe ffic ient and Euc l idean d i stan e (equal the sum of squares of 
d i fference o f th variable a lue between the two points) .  
The chem ical as oc iations of the various meta ls and pol lutants can a lso be assessed 
u i ng m u lt ivariate tat i t ical analysis. The c l u  ter analysi i .e. s ingle l inkage and 
euc l idean di tance \\ ere performed on the data matrix compris ing 1 5  variable . The 
obtained dendrogram ( F ig. 4 .60) hows three major c l usters, s ix heavy metals i .e .  Co, 
Y, and Zn, Cu, Pb and Cd with TOC d i str ibut ion as one c luster. Th is  reflected the 
pos it ive re lat ionsh ip  bet\ een these meta ls  wi th TOC, wh ich ind icates the ources of 
the e meta l s  and TOC ma can from industrial activ i t ies. Second c l ustered between 
TPCB , TPH, TPAH , Co, and Cr which ind icated the second sources of pol l ut ion 
were from o i l  p i l led, harbor and  a i rp lane and  atmospheric deposi t ion of  PCBs from 
d ifferent industry. F ina l  groups were TKN wi th  M n  and N i  and these i l l ustrate the 
re lat ion h ip  bet\veen TKN with t hese elements, which reflected the agricul ture 
sources ( fert i l izer) .  
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Fig. 4.60: C luster analysis dendrogram for a l l  sampl ing stations. 
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4. 1 0 . 1  Correlation matrix 
The tat i  t i  a l  corre lat ion matrices arc mu l t ivariate analyses used to corre late t he 
re lat ion h i ps bet" cen variab lc such as major and trace metal (Cd, Co. r, Cu, Mn, 
i ,  Pb, V. and Zn). T , TK , and TPH (Table 4 . 1 4) .  The organ ic compounds such 
a TO . TK , and TPI I .  The orre lat ion i s  a measure of the re lat ion between two or 
more ariable . rrelation oefTic ients can range from - 1 .0 to 1 .0 .  The value 0 - 1 .0 
repre cnt a perfect negat ive corre lation wh i le a a lue of 1 .0 repre ent a perfect 
pos i t i  e c rre lat ion. A a lue of zcro repre ents a lock of corre lation. A correlation 
matri� i a lw ay a ') mmetric matri x to locat the correlation for any pair of variables, 
find the a lue in the intersection for tho e two ariables. Table 4. 1 4  hows that there 
are pos i t i \  e corre lat ion bet\ een TO and TK , V  and Zn, N i  and Zn, N i ,  Zn and Mn .  
There are 78 un ique corre lation by  u ing  the  fol low I formula that te l l s  how many 
pai rs (e.g., correlation variable : N *CN- l ))  here N i s  the number o f  variables. 
2 
1 2 1  
Table 4 . 1 4 : Correlat ion matrix between trace e lements. cl PH, J KN and TOe ( P<.. .05 ) for stud)- area. 
TPH TKN TOC CD 
TPH 1 
TKN -0.363 1 
TOC -0.277 0.641 1 
CD -0.039 -0 . 137 -0 .569 1 
CO 0.086 -0.237 -0.609 0.883* 
CR -0.074 -0.08 -0·5 19 0.899** 
CU -0. 188 0. 198 -0·451 0·799* 
MN -0.045 -0.077 -0.565 0.930** 
N I  0.093 -0.316 -0.621 0.873* 
Ph -0 . 177 0.089 0.007 0.256 
V -0.247 0.25 -0 . 2 1  0.56 1 
ZN -0.227 0 . 173 -0·527 0.862* 
Pearson correlation matnx 
* the � values are significant at probability level = 0 05 
**: the � values are significant at probability level = 0.01 
CO CR CU MN NI Ph 
1 
0.808 1 
0.702 0.931 1 
0·957 0.926 0.861 1 
0·975_ 0.756 0.601 0·917 1 
0. 1 6 8  0.293 0·344 0.2 0.086 1 
0·512 0·704 0.854 0.65 1  0·355 0·309 






4. 1 0. 2  Factor a n a lysis 
The princ ipal component factor analysi . at i t  implest. can be regarded a an 
rd inat ion techn ique for reducing mu lt i variate data i nto fewer d imen ions ( rock. 
1 988) . factor anal · \\ a appl ied for se lected elements and compound . The 
analy i rc eal tw o factor solut ions (Tab le 4 . 1 5  & F ig. 4 .6 1 ) . Chem ical element , 
inc l ud ing a l l  the hea\'} meta ls  (A , Cd, Co. Cr, Cu, Mn,  N i , Pb, Y, and Zn) 'v\ i th other 
rganic compounds (TPI- I ), are po i t ively loaded on factor I .  This a s c iat ion cou ld 
b re lated to pol lut ion and the ad orption of heavy meta ls  by organic matter, and may 
be termed "po l l ut ion fa tor or o i l  sp i l led factor" . The second factor is a b ipolar factor: 
TK and TOC th i  factor may be re lated to " land pol l ut ion factor" wh ich reflected 
i ndu try and agricu ltura l  pol lut ions. 
F ig. 4 . 1 5  i l l ustrate the as oc iat ion of trace meta ls with TPH and TOC. There is 
po i t ive correlat ion w ith trace metal s  and TPH corre lated negat ively "V i th a l l  trace 
element except i = (0 .09) and Co= (0.08) .  TO correlated negat ively with a l l  trace 
e lements except Pb= (0 .007) .  Th is  ind icates that these pol lu tants are not related with 
crude oi  I .  or natural seepage, wh ich suggests the anthropogenic ources. The h ighest 
con entrat ion of Cu, Pb, and Zn were assoc iated wi th h ighest Toe content ind icates 
that TOC is an i mportant meta l -sorption phase in  sed iments ( Luoma, 1 990) .  
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Table 4 . 1 : Factor loadings of trace e lement and organic compounds of tud} area. 
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Fig. 4.6 1 :  Factor analysis of trace e lements, TOe, TPH, and TKN for study area. 
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4. 1 1  Effect of Grain Size in  pollutants accwnulation. 
Tables 4 . 1 6  and 4 . 1 7  d mon trate the re lat ion bet. een TPR TOe, TKN, TPAH , 
P B ,  and trace e lement and various grain ize parameters. I t  i n table that the 
concentrat ions of the e p l I utant i ncrease with grain ize decreasing. The deviation 
fr m this trend attr ibuted to geograph ical po i t ion and the d i stance from the ource of 
pol l u t ion .  
F igure 4 .62 re flected the mean ize (<I» di  tribut ion in the eastern s ide of the AE 
( F uja i rah, Khorfakkan and Kalba) .  I t  i c learly noted that  the station from K H2 to 
K H 1 2  are overed main l  by fine to med ium sand and some parts by coarse sand, 
\\ h i  h n ly K H I \Va co ered by pebbles, where the h ighest concentrat ion of TPH, 
TO TK , TPAH , and TPCB are recorded at K H 7, KH2, KH6, K H4, and KH9. 
The h ighest a l ue of trace element such as Mn, N i , Co, and Cr were recorded at 
KH 8, wh ich covered by med iums and reflected poorly sorted. The h ighest val ue of Zn 
and Cu " ere reported at K H6, wh ich covered by med ium sand, which recorded the 
h ighe t val ue of TK in the e tat ions. The h ighe t va l ue of Pb was recorded at 
K H. 1 2, wh ich co ered by med ium sand and the h ighest concatenat ion of V was 
recorded at KHS ,  \ h ich  covered by fine sand that recorded the h ighest value o f TPH.  
The  h ighest a l ue of Cd were recorded at KH9 and K H l l , which covered by med ium 
to  fine sand.  The stat ions K H l ,  KR3,  and  K H I O  are covered ma in ly  by pebble to 
coar e sand in some parts provided the m in ima l  Ie els of pol lutants or unpo J lu tant 
Ie e ls. 
F igure 4.63 shows the sort ing of eastern side of UAE at d i fferent stat ions. The h ighest 
val ue i nd icates more moderately sorted, wh ich  found at KH3, KRS ,  KH7, KH9, 
K H I O, KR I I , and K H 1 2. Stations KH2,  K H4, K H6 and KH8  have poorly sorted and 
have h igh concentrations of organic compound and trace elements. These give 
evidence that finer and poorly sorted sed i ments tend to accumulate pol l utants 



















Table 4 . 1 6: Concentrat ions of organ ic compounds and various Gra ins  sile parameters for the study area. 
mean-size Sorting TPH Toe TKN TPAHs 
( Mz) (<J) ( mg/kg) (Wt %) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
Pebble extremely poorly sorted 9 1 0.2 0 0.2.') 
tine sand poorly sorted 177 2. 1 8  825 0.27 
med i u m  sand moderately sorted 191 0 .22 0 0. 19 
coa rse sand poorly sorted 227 0 . 15 0 0.19 
fi ne sand moderately sorted 155 0.07 0 0.09 
med i u m  sand very poorly sorted 93 0.38 1443 0.15 
coa rse sand moderately sorted 282 0.05 264 o.:.!8 
med i u m  sand poorly sorted 93 0.07 83·8 0.2 
med i u m  sand modera tely wel l  sorted 235 0.08 130 0.27 
fine sand moderately sorted 1 68 0 ·31 126 0.16 
fine sand modera tJey well sorted 146 0 .22 130 0.24 
med i u m  sand moderately sorted 123 0.08 103 0.07 
--- - - - 120 2. 161  747 0 . 1 1  
- - - - - - I I I  2 . 1 13 782 0.18 



















Table  4 .  1 7 : Concentrations of trace e lements and various gra in-size parameters for the study area. 
$tations mean-size Sorting Cd Co Cr Cu Mn Ni Ph V Zn (Mz) (�) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
KH l  Pebble extremely poorly sorted O. lZ 16·7 54·9 4.71 128 296 3·34 18.3 1 1 .7 
KH2 fi ne sand poorly sorted 0.09 1404 30.2  2 ·96 107 246 2.87 15·5 7·74 
KH3 medium sand m oderately sorted 0. 1 1  15· 1 42·9 3·6 1 14 285 0 ·73 7.56 8-48 
KH4 coa rse sa nd poorly sorted 0.19 25·7 31.7 2 . 1 8  178 5 17 0·78 6.92 12.7 
KHS fine sand moderately sorted 0 ·31 28.2 108 9·61 250 502 2 . 1  36·3 20·3 
KH6 med i u m  sand very poorly sorted 0.28 23-4 97 10.'7 231 413 2·53 29· 1 23·5 
KH7 coa rse sand m oderately sorted 0.27 27·9 122 10 246 482 3·66 27-4 18.1  
KH8 medium sand poorly sorted 0·34 31.6 l q � 9·24 289 59 1 1 .78 24· 1 2004 - .' 
KH9 medium sand moderately w el l  sorted 0.42 28-7_ 1 18 8.3 255 556 2.56 19·5 19.2 
KI-l1o fine sand modera tely sorted 0·34 26.6 123 8 .74 246 523 1 . 7  2 1 .6 19·6 
KH l l  fine sa nd mode rat Jey well sorted 0.29 25· 1  1 15 8.42 235 510 2 . 14 19·8 20·9 I KH 12 medium sand moderately sorted 0·34 28·5 1 12 8 ·96 249 538 6.65 2 1 .3 18·5 
I 8- 1 --- --- 0.15 9·67 36.8 5. 14 1 13 171 1 .95 9·23 12.2 
I 8-2 --- --- 0. 15 9.84 36-4 5·2 1 15 176 1 .98 8.73 12·7 I 8-3 --- --- 0.14 9.64 36·7 4.88 1 15 170 1 .89 9·05 12 
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Fig. 4 .63:  Sort ing (<p) of eastern side of the UAE. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMERY & CONCLUSION 
SUM MARY AN D CONCLUSION 
5 . 1  Summary and Conclusion 
The inve t igated area extends along eastern s ide of UAE of shore on the Gu lf  of 
Oman. Ea tern coastal of  UAE i s  appro. imate ly 1 00 km long and consists of 
Fuja irah, Khorfakkan and Ka lba. Rapid development in the UAE and the h ighly usage 
of the coa ta l region either for industrial act iv ists and sewage d isposal or offshore o i l  
product ion, and transport, oi l p i l l  as wel l  a from pyrolysis/combustion of fossi l  fue l  
uch a veh ic le or from petrogen ic sources. 
Hydrocarbon are common l found in the environment as complex m ixtures deriving 
from m u lt iple sources. Therefore, the confident d i scrim ination between biogenic and 
anthropogenic origin a we l l  as the further recogni t ion of inputs from petrogenic and 
pyrogen ic ources requ i res the use of geochemical or molecu lar markers. 
Geochem ical or molecu lar markers are organic compounds that mainta in  the signature 
of their origins and structura l  mod ifications wh ich occurred during transport. The use 
of these compounds is a lso needed because various hydrocarbon c lasses show 
d ifference in their residence t ime, stabi l ity, transport mechanisms and fate, 
depending on their physical _ chem ical propert ies and sources. 
The present study a ims  to provide appropriate measurements of organ ic pol l utants 
such as TOe, TKN, TPH, PAH s, and PCBs and inorgan ic pol lutants such as Cd, Cr, 
Cu, Co, Pb, Mn, N i, Zn, and V. The comprehensive perspect ive about the level of 
these pol l utants i expected to be usefu l  in management of the d ischarges into marine 
envi ronment and olv ing man related problem . A l so, it can be used to mon i tor any 
future i mprovement in sed iments q ual ity. The data produced from various analyt ical 
techniques are used to compare spi l l  samples w ith sample taken from coastal and 
marine sedi ments. A variety of d iagnost ic ratios, espec ia l ly ratios of source-speci fic 
o i l  const ituent 's  inc l ud ing polycyc l ic aromat ic hydrocarbon ( PA H s) , n-alkanes and 
i soprenoid a lkanes compounds for interpreting chemical data from o i l  spi l ls have been 
successfu l ly used for o i l source identi fication and monitoring of weathering and 
biological degradation processes. In th i s  study, first we determ ined the product type 
by recognizing d i stribution patterns of bu lk  hydrocarbon groups, then quantified 
biomarker and extended parent of PAH compounds and compared their d istribut ion 
profi les.  F inal ly we went the extra m i le to veri fy our conc lus ions by determ in ing a 
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variet} of d iagno t ic rat ion of ource - pec i fic marker compounds. Furthermore, we 
defen i b ly identi fied and determ i ned the i nput of pyrogenic PAHs or petrogen ic to the 
p i l l  amples. 
T\\> el e tation \\>ere chosen to cover most fragments of the eastern side of UAE 
start ing from KH 1 to KH4 for Khorfakkan, KH5 to KH8 for Kalba and KH9 to KH 1 2  
for Fuja irah, \\> i th three tat ion col lected from marine sed iments u ed to compare 
between the concentration of organ ic and i norgan ic pol l utants for coastal and marine 
ed iments. ix ample of oil col lected from the p i l led oil near invest igated area. The 
texture anal s i  wa carried out through standard siev ing and pipette method. The 
TO content were determ ined by using Walkey-B lack Method. TKN was measured 
by the Kjeldahl method, whi le TPH was analyzed by us ing I nfrared 
pectrophotometric . The H PLC was used to determ ine the PAHs, and the GC-ECD 
\Va used to determ ine the total and i nd iv idua l  PCBs. The ICP and AAS were used to 
carr) out the concentration of trace e lements. Column chromatography was used to 
determi ne the o i l  samples. GC_FI D  used to determ i ne the total of a l iphatic 
hydrocarbons (n-a lkane and i soprenoid). Statist ic™ was used to apply stat i st ical 
analy s is. whereas the surfer™ 7.0 1 was used to provide the areal d istribution of 
organic and i norganic pol lutants. 
The gra in  size analysis showed that about 42 % of the studied stations are covered by 
med ium sand and 33 % covered by fine sand. There is c lear trend of i ncreasing the 
organ ic and i norganic pol lutants by decreasing grai n  size .  The TOC content varies 
w ith l i m ited range at coastal stations except the marine samples and one station from 
coastal shows h igh concentration compared with natura l  background level of TOC in  
t he  bottom sed iments of the Kuwait marine env i ronment. The maxim um value i s  
about 42 t imes h igher than the  min imum values. TOC at  K H2, S 1 ,  and S2 i s  2 . 1 6  wt 
%, which is 2 .6 t imes h igher than the K uwait background leve l .  
The  TKN content shows drastic variation from the maximum to  the m in imum val ue i n  
coastal sediment, bu t  marine sed iments show approach value. The maximum value i s  
about 1 7.2 t imes h igher t han the  m in imum value. Marine sedi ments stations were 
ranged from 722 to 782 m glkg, which represent 2 .6  t imes h igher than suggested 
value. A l so, KH2 exh ib i ted h igher TKN content, wh ich about 9 .8 t imes h igher than 
the m in imum value. The h igher rat io of (C/N) was recorded at S I marine sed iments 
and th i s  phenomenon known as deviation by i ncreasing from Redfield rat io. The 
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10\\ e t rat io wa reported at KH7  and th i  al 0 exh ib i ts  deviat ion by decreas ing. KH7 
how er) h igher TPH content, whereas KH 1 sho\ low concentration. The 
maximum alue i about 3 .09 t ime h igher than the m in imum value. Coasta l and 
marine ed iments ample are de cribed a moderate ly pol l uted area. 
E identl}'. T corre lated s ignificant l  negat ive wi th TPH (r = -0.277) and 
moderate ly posit ively with TKN(r = 0.64) .  On the other hand, TPH corre lated 
negat i e � ith TKN (r = -0 .36). The d i stribut ion map of TOC and TPH shows trend of 
an i ncrea i ng toward the northern part of study area. Wherea TKN shows trends of 
an increa i ng toward t he southern part of study area. 
The PCBs a l ues show a w ide variation from the m in imum to the maximum.  The 
maximum val ues were recorded at KH4 ( Khorfakkan) and i t  is nearly 2.4 t imes h igher 
than he m in imum value, which was found at KH I 2 ( Fujairah) .  On the other hand, the 
ma.'{imum alues of each of i nd iv idual  PCBs ( PCB I 8, PCB52, PCB I O I ,  PCB l I 8, 
PCB I 05, PCB 1 38, and PCB 1 95 )  were recorded at KH4. Whereas the maxim um value 
of PCB 1 95 was found at KH4 and a l so the m in imum value of PCB66 was found at 
t he ame stat ion. The d istri bution maps of TPCBs show increasing towards the 
northern part of tudy area ( Khorfakkan).  
The concentration of PAH compounds vary w idely among stations. Perylene 
compound not recorded at any stat ions for coastal and marine sed iments, wh ich  may 
indicates no s igni ficant i nputs of pyrolyt ic PAHs. KH7  stat ion exhib i ts the most 
compounds of PAHs i nc lud ing Naphthalene, Acenaphthy lyene, Acenaphthene, 
Anthracene, Flourane, Pyrene, Phenanthrene, Fl uoranthene, Pyrene, Chrycene, b (k )  f, 
and b (a)  p. The maximum value of TPAHs i s  4 t imes h igher t han the m in imum value. 
The d istribution maps for each of compounds show two trend of increasing one 
toward the southern and another toward northeast of study area. I n  our study used 
some ratio of the P AHs  to ind icate the sources of pol lu t ion (petrogenic, b iogenic, and 
pyrogenic) .  Most rat ios show petrogen ic  source of PAH s  pol l ut ion wh ich  m ight come 
from o i l  spi l l  and transportation act iv i t ies. A few ratios show another type of sources 
� hich is pyrogenic pol l ut ion, wh ich reflects i ndustrial activ it ies in th is  places and 
atmospheric deposi t ion from combustion sources. Evident ly, PAHs ratio i nd icates a 
combination of pol l u ted sources i n  our area, so the PAH compounds not came from 
spi l led o i l  near Fujairah only but a l so from d ifferent sources. 
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I i  phatic h) drocarbon anal) i can be 1I ed as fingerprint spi l ied o i l  to provide the 
degree of degradation of the pi l led and to ident ifY the ources of pol l ution. The total 
a l i phat ic h)drocarbon ranging from 7.6 to 79.6 Ilg/g for coastal sed iments. wh i le 
ranging from 2 .S  to 4 .2 Ilg/g for marine sediment and from 0.3 to S .2  Ilg/g for p i l led 
oi l .  The dom inant peak how main ly at C29, 3 1  for coasta l sed iments , whereas C30• 
28. and Cu hov for marine ed iment at C30 and C32 are the most darn inant peak for 
the o i l  pi l l  ample 'W h ich  confirm o i l  spi l l  ources. CPl2  at a l l  stations are c losed to 
the 1 .  which reflected petrogen ic  ources. The petrogen ic/ biogen ic rat ios at most 
tat ion show petrogen ic rather than b iogen ic and land-based sources. KH 1 ,  KH2,  
KH8, 1 ,  S2,  and 3 how long cha in  a lkanes than the short chain a lkanes, which 
reflected terre trial plant sources from Fuja irah and Khorfakkan harbor and i ndustrial 
acti i t ie  . The PrlPh ratio for stations samples indicted oi l  spi l l  sources. Alkterr are 
1m alues for alma t al l coastal and marine stations and this may i ndicates mul t i -
ource contamination for the study area. 
E idently. trace e lements show various trends of an i ncreasing. The h ighest 
concentrations were recorded at KH8 (Fuj airah)  for Cr, Mn, and N i ,  whereas KH9 
sho\\ s the m in imum a l ue of Cd and Co. The h ighest concentration of Zn was 
recorded at KH6. whereas the maximum va lue of V was recorded at K HS.  
Ba ed on the  overa l l  est imat ion. i t  can be concl uded that : 
1 - F ine and poorly sorted sand tend to have h igh values of organ ic substance and 
i norgan ic  meta ls. The adsorption i nto fine -grained sediment is probably due 
to the larger surface area. 
2- The level of TOC is 2 .6 t imes h igher than unpo l luted region in the Arabian 
Gu lf  as be recorded by same invest igator. 
3- TOC content can be used as ind icator of hydrocarbon contam ination when 
TPH are present in h igh concentration. The max imum val ue of TOC is  42 
t imes h igher than m in imum value in our study. 
4- KH7 ( Ka lba)  stat ion shows very h igher TPH content, whereas K H I shows low 
concentration. The maximum value is about 3 .09 t imes h igher than the 
m in imum value. Coastal and m arine sedi ments sample are descri bed as 
moderately pol l uted area. 
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5- The TK content how dra t ic variation from the maximum to the m in imum 
value in  coastal ediment but marine sed iment show approach val lie .  The 
max.imum val ue i about J 7 .2 t ime h igher than the m in imum value. 
6- The pre ence of Zn, u, V, Ni and Pb \\ ith TPH suggested that the sources of 
pol l utant are related to the crude o i l .  
7 - There i negative corre lat ion i s  wh ich found between TPH and TK (r= -0.36), 
and bet\\ een TPH and TOC ( r  = -0 .277). There is moderate ly posit ive 
corre lation between TOe and TK (r  = 0.64). 
8- 1 marine ed iment e hibit the rna Unum value of TOC, TKN and CIN. 
9- K H4 ( Khorfakkan) stat ion exh ibits the maximum concentration of TPCBs, 
wherea KH9 show low value ofTPCBs.  The h ighest value of PCB ind iv idual 
w as PCB 1 95,  wh ich  reflect that the source of pol l ution was combustion or/ 
and industrial act iv it ies. 
1 0- Analy es of the P AH compo i t ions and d iagnost ic ratios ind icated petrogen ic 
( petroleum pol l ut ion) PAHs at most of samples 
1 1 - K H7 station ( Ka lba ) exh ibited the most PAHs compounds inc luding 
aphthalene, Acenaphthylyene, Acenaphthene, Anthracene, F lourane, Pyrene, 
Phenanthrene, F luoranthene, Pyrene, Chrycene, b(k )f , b(a)p, Cu, Cr, Mn, N i, 
and V . The max imum value of TPAH s  i s  4 t imes h igher than the m in imum 
value. 
1 2- PAHs were d iv ided in to three groups according to the MW. Most PAHs in 
our study are low MW, which ind icate the source of pol lution was spi l led oi l .  
The IPAH carc inogenic ratio shows h igh value attained at marine sedi ments 
rather than coasta l sedi ments. 
1 3- Indeno( 1 ,2,3-c,d)pyrene/( I ndeno( 1 ,2,3-c,d)pyrene+Benoz(gh i )pery lene) 
l ndeno/( indeno+Bgh iP )  ratio recorded lower concentration than 0.33 ± 0.06 
ob erved for automobi le em i ssion. 
1 4- ( PIN) and BaA/( BaA+ Chry) rat ios ind icate pyrogenic sources at al l  stations, 
whereas flU/( fl u+P» 1 , wh ich  reflected petrogenic sources of o i l  spi l l .  
1 5- Sed imentary hydrocarbons i n  the beach consist o f  anthropogenic hydrocarbon 
inputs were more associated w ith industrial d i scharges, sh ipping activ i t ies and 
o i l  spi l l s. 
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1 6- The total a l iphatic hy drocarbon ranging from 7.6 to 79.6 �g/g for coastal 
ed iments, wh i le ranging from 2.5 to 4.2 �g/g for marine ed iment and from 
0.3 to 5 .2 �g/g at oi l spi l l .  
1 7- Oiagno t i c  ratio of  a l iphatic hydrocarbon reflected at mo t stat ions petrogenic 
source rather than biogen ic  sources, whereas some rat ios in KH 1 ,  KH2, KH8 
, I ,  2, and 3 how terrestrial p lant ource from Fujairah, Khorfakkan 
harbor and indu trial acti i t ies. 
1 8- The variation in concentrat ion from tation to another and the h igh re lative 
.0 of mo t studied pol l utants rai se the suggest ion of anthropogenic sources. 
* * * * * * * * ** * * * * *  
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